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COMMENT
Lost in Transcription:
Why the Video Record Is Actually Verbatim
KEITH A. GORGOSt
INTRODUCTION
Written Record as Transcribed: Capital Murder Conviction
Q: "Did you see the defendant at the movie theatre sometime
after 12:00 midnight?"
A: 'Yes. I saw him there."
Video Record: Capital Murder Conviction
Q: "Did you see the defendant at the movie theatre sometime
after 12:00 midnight?"
A: [The witness winces and displays various other facial
gestures. The witness rocks, nods, and sways her head in an
erratic fashion.]
'Well, I'm not-I think-"
[The witness shrugs her shoulders and slightly scrunches her
mouth to the right side of her face. She wrinkles her brow slightly
while closing her eyes and raising her eyebrows. The witness then
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University of New York; B.S., 2006, University of Rochester. I would like to give
many thanks to Professor Mark Bartholomew for his insightful comments and
suggestions. In addition, I thank the editorial board and associates of the
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briefly opens her mouth and sighs quietly.]
"Uh-huh. I, er-yeah, saw him, um, there."'
What's better-books or movies? Novels provide the
reader with the full story and additional details of the
storyline. On the other hand, motion pictures are typically
more visually descriptive and communicate the story in less
time. Parties with a strong interest in the story often read
both the novel and view the motion picture to ensure that
they have not missed anything of value. After an audience
is presented with both versions of the story, these viewers
become fact-finders as they ultimately make a
determination as to what they believe was "the accurate
portrayal" of the events. Those who only view the film or
who only read the book can never be sure if they missed
something of value. Although different in many respects
from a book-versus-movie debate, the debate between the
use of a written record and a video record in U.S.
courtrooms raises issues of a similar nature.
Surprisingly, in most U.S. jurisdictions, court proceedings,
which can dramatically affect people's lives or property, are
rarely recorded accurately or in their entirety because only
a small percentage of courts regularly create a video record2
of court proceedings. 3 Of those courts that do, most do not
preserve the video record but simply turn it into a
transcript.4 Unlike the novel versus the motion picture
1. Although the additional information in this hypothetical attempts to
illustrate the level of aural-visual detail contained in a video recording, clearly
this example does not come close to matching the greater level of objective
detail that an actual video recording would provide.
2. Given that no state uses a video recording without audio, where stated,
"video record" includes the associated audio recording. Hereinafter, "video
record" will refer to an audiovisual recording of proceedings with video and its
inherent audio. "Audio recording" will refer to an audio recording alone.
3. Fredric I. Lederer, The Effect of Courtroom Technologies On and In
Appellate Proceedings and Courtrooms, 2 J. APP. PRAC. & PROCESS 251, 255-56
(2000); see NAT'L CTR. FOR STATE COURTS & THE CONFERENCE OF STATE COURT
ADM'RS, BUREAU OF JUSTICE STATISTICS, U.S. DEP'T OF JUSTICE, STATE COURT
ORGANIZATION 2004, 207-11 tbl.37 (2006), available at
http://www.ojp.usdoj.govbjspub/pdf/scoO4.pdf [hereinafter STATE COURT
ORGANIZATION 2004] (indicating that video recording is not the predominant
form of reporting used by courts, and that even when used by certain courts,
other methods of reporting are also employed).
4. Lederer, supra note 3, at 256.
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debate, there is little room-if any-to argue that a written
transcript of court proceedings could be more accurate than
a video record. While a written transcript is certainly useful
and may make certain things easier for those involved with
the case, the written transcript alone cannot match the
accuracy of a complete video record. The video record
simply contains more information and is inherently more
accurate than human transcription. 5 Analyses in the fields
of linguistics and psychology demonstrate the importance of
a complete and entirely accurate record.6 Studies show that
slight variations in verbal and nonverbal language 7-which
includes paralanguage and kinesics-can convey additional
information, different meanings, and have significant
impact on the communicative event 8 that may be crucial to
5. Bethyl A. Pearson & Rebecca White Berch, Video Depositions: Linguistic
Endorsement and Caveats, in LANGUAGE AND THE LAW 171, 172-73, 178 (John
Gibbons ed., 1994) (citing studies indicating that a large percentage (sixty to
ninety-three percent) of a communicative event's meaning is conveyed by
nonverbal information, emphasizing the importance of both verbal and
nonverbal cues in communication, and stating that "video provides more of the
linguistic and communicative content... than stenography"). For a distinction
between verbal and nonverbal cues, see discussion infra note 7.
6. Pearson & Berch, supra note 5, at 172-73, 178; see discussion infra Part
IV.A-C; see also John L. Barkai, Nonverbal Communication from the Other Side:
Speaking Body Language, 27 SAN DIEGO L. REV. 101, 102 n.8, 103 (1990) (citing
additional studies providing percentages within the same range and stating
that "[t]he nonverbal aspects of communication are widely recognized to be at
least important as the words, if not more important").
7. Within this Comment, the term "verbal" means composed of "actual
words," as it is typically used by linguistics theorists. See Hayley G. Davis,
Introduction: Why Rethink Linguistics?, in RETHINKING LINGUISTICS 1, 5-6
(Hayley G. Davis & Talbot J. Taylor eds., 2002). The term "verbal" will not be
used in this Comment to convey alternate meanings, such as "spoken rather
than written," or "verbatim." Thus, for this Comment, "nonverbal" will mean
"not composed of actual words"; "nonverbal features" will refer to two broad
classes: kinesics and paralanguage. See Part IV for a clarification of these
terms. There are several possible definitions for the term "word." DAVID
CRYSTAL, AN ENCYCLOPEDIC DICTIONARY OF LANGUAGE AND LANGUAGES 419-20
(1992). In this Comment, "word" will generally mean a unit of expression that is
bounded by spaces in written language and bounded by pauses (real or
potential) in speech. Id. Thus, units of expression such as "mm-hmm" or "uh-
huh," although not found in standard dictionaries, fall into the category of
"words" for purposes of this Comment, because they can be restored into an
actual word with a standard dictionary shape. See id.; infra text accompanying
notes 252-56 (discussing the restoration of 'lax tokens," dialectal features, and
causal forms of words into their standard dictionary shapes).
8. See discussion infra Parts III, IV (discussing the importance of verbal and
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the outcome of a trial. Paralanguage includes those
nonverbal vocal signs that can be heard, such as intonation,
emphasis, and even silences. 9 Kinesics refers to the
interpretation of visual body movements, or what is
commonly referred to as "body language," such as facial
expressions, hand gestures, and other body movements.10
These studies indicate that sixty to ninety-three percent of
the communicative message is composed of nonverbal
information." Without a video record, a complete and
entirely accurate record is difficult to obtain.
Much more is at stake in determining the appropriate
record for court proceedings than in deciding whether a
book or its motion picture is superior. Written records of
court proceedings are inadequate. This Comment calls for
the implementation of a video record requirement directing
courts to use a video recording as the primary record.
Where necessary, a secondary, supplemental written record
of trial court proceedings could be required as well. Part I of
this Comment discusses why a complete and accurate
record of courtroom proceedings is crucial for the
preservation of justice in our courts. The statutory basis for
creating a record and its purpose is examined, followed by a
discussion on the importance of a record that is truly
complete and accurate. The predominant methods currently
used in creating a record are then discussed, followed by a
brief argument as to why we should pursue a record that
reaches a higher standard of "verbatim." Part II discusses
the progression of the video record from some early
proposals in history, to the more recent implementation of
the video record by a number of jurisdictions. Technological
advances that have made the implementation of a video
record much more feasible are also discussed along with
some additional benefits of the newer technology. Part III
analyzes the occurrence of discrepancies in the written
record that are attributable to court reporters-human
error and decision-making in general with respect to the
nonverbal information and the impact that variations in or the absence of such
information can have).
9. See infra text accompanying notes 316-23.
10. See infra text accompanying notes 324-25.
11. Pearson & Berch, supra note 5, at 172, 178 (citing multiple estimates by
researchers, all of which fall within this sixty to ninety-three percent range); see
also Barkai, supra note 6, at 102 n.8.
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content of the written record-and argues that these
discrepancies make the written record inaccurate (despite
the neutral role that court reporters are assumed by many
to have). Part III further argues that the actions of court
reporters influence the readers of transcripts, their
perception or memory of proceedings, and potentially the
final outcome of litigation. Part IV analyzes the physical
limitations and practical constraints inherent to the
creation of the written record itself. It discusses why both
verbal and non-verbal aspects of communication are
difficult and impossible to record precisely or in their
entirety, thereby creating an inaccurate and incomplete
record. Finally, Part V explains why the video record is a
more complete and accurate record than the written
transcript and how the video record will better serve the
search for the truth and justice in U.S. courtrooms. Part V
also details the limitations, as well as some concerns and
potential effects of the video record. This Comment
concludes by calling for the implementation of a primary
video record requirement for court proceedings in U.S.
jurisdictions, and where deemed necessary, the creation of a
secondary written record to supplement the video record.
I. PRESERVING THE RECORD-WHY A COMPLETE AND
ACCURATE RECORD OF PROCEEDINGS Is NECESSARY
This Part will first discuss the purpose of the
verbatim record requirement in U.S. courtrooms, in section
A. In section B, the importance of having a complete and
accurate record is discussed, particularly given the
frequency of review by those involved with the judicial
process. Section C summarizes the current predominant
methods of court reporting, which have remained
substantially unchanged for quite some time. Section D
briefly argues why courts should pursue a record that
achieves a greater level of accuracy and completeness.
A. The Purpose of the Court Reporters'Act and the
Verbatim Record Requirement
Court reporters were given the responsibility for
producing the verbatim record by 28 U.S.C. § 753(b), also
2009] 1061
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known as the Court Reporters' Act.12 At the time it was
passed, it instructed that "one of the reporters . . . shall
record verbatim by shorthand or by mechanical means"
each session of the court, including all proceedings had in
open court and other proceedings designated by rule or
court order.13 The purpose of the Act was to ensure that
justice is served by offering protection for the litigating
parties and the court through the availability of a correct
and authentic record. 14 This safeguard to the preservation
of parties' rights15 was designed to prevent disputes and
questions of veracity as to what occurred at trial,16
particularly for defendants in criminal trials' 7-for which
the record requirement is mandatory.' 8 In non-criminal
trials, the record requirement can be waived, but only with
the specific agreement of the parties and the approval of the
judge. 19
B. Importance of a Complete and Accurate Record
The maintenance of a complete and accurate record of
trial court proceedings preserves a litigant's right to access
an appellate hearing-a foundation of Americanjurisprudence. 20 As the United States Court of Appeals for
the D.C. Circuit stated, "There can be little doubt that the
12. See, e.g., Edwards v. United States, 374 F.2d 24, 26 (10th Cir. 1966).
13. 28 U.S.C. § 753(b) (1951), amended by Act of Oct. 1, 1982, 28 U.S.C. §
753(b) (2006).
14. See Edwards, 374 F.2d at 26 n.2; United States v. Taylor, 303 F.2d 165,
169 (4th Cir. 1962); Stansbury v. United States, 219 F.2d 165, 169 n.6 (5th Cir.
1955).
15. Edwards, 374 F.2d at 26 n.2; see also Taylor, 303 F.2d at 169.
16. Stansbury, 219 F.2d at 169 n.6.
17. See Edwards, 374 F.2d at 26 n.2.
18. § 753(b); see United States v. Piascik, 559 F.2d 545, 548 (9th Cir. 1977);
Casalman v. Upchurch, 386 F.2d 813, 814 (5th Cir. 1967).
19. § 753(b).
20. WILLIAM E. HEWITr & JILL BERMAN LEVY, COMPUTER AIDED
TRANSCRIPTION: CURRENT TECHNOLOGY AND COURT APPLICATIONS 6-7, 55 (1994)
available at http://contentdm.ncsconline.org/cgi-bin/showfile.exe?CISOROOT=/
tech&CISOPTR=0; Anne Graffam Walker, Language at Work in the Law: The
Customs, Conventions, and Appellate Consequences of Court Reporting, in
LANGUAGE IN THE JUDICIAL PROCESS 203, 205 (Judith N. Levi & Anne Graffam
Walker eds., 1990).
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absence of a complete and accurate transcript impairs the
ability of appellate counsel to protect his client's basic
rights. '21 The transcript certified by the reporter is "deemed
prima facie a correct statement of the testimony taken and
the proceedings had. ' 22 However, as Judge Donald E.
Shelton stated, "Regardless of a steno reporter's experience
and competency, human errors occur. '23  Inherently
acknowledging that the transcription of the record is
subject to human error, the Federal Rules of Appellate
Procedure allow for the correction and modification of the
record, where omissions or misstatements occur. 24
The verbatim record is of crucial importance to the
parties and to the reviewing court in order to engage in a
meaningful review of the proceedings. 25 Such review may
take place during the course of trial, and where Computer
Integrated Courtrooms (CICs) exist, review can occur
instantaneously in the courtroom as the record is created. 26
CICs allow an unofficial version of the transcript to be
displayed and viewed instantaneously throughout a
network of computers, in addition to the reporter's own
workstation, as the reporter creates the written record.27
Attorneys and judges alike utilize such technology to review
the unofficial transcript to make decisions regarding
difficult motions, the admissibility of evidence, to review
questions towards a witness, and to voice or rule on
objections. 28 For example, a judge might need to review the
record to examine language utilized by defense counsel and
21. United States v. Perkins, 498 F.2d 1054, 1057 (D.C. Cir. 1974); United
States v. Workcuff, 422 F.2d 700, 702 (D.C. Cir. 1970).
22. § 753(b); United States v. Lumumba, 794 F.2d 806, 815 (2d Cir. 1986);
United States v. Ochs, 548 F. Supp. 502, 528 n.97 (S.D.N.Y. 1982), af'd, 742
F.2d 1444 (2d Cir. 1983).
23. Donald E. Shelton, Video Court Reporting-The Time Has Come, 42
JUDGES' J. 32, 32 (2003).
24. FED. R. App. P. 10(e).
25. See United States v. Upshaw, 448 F.2d 1218, 1223 (5th Cir. 1971).
26. HEWITr & LEVY, supra note 20, at 6-7, 55; see also Admin. Office of the
U.S. Courts, Realtime Court Reporting Grows in Popularity, THIRD BRANCH,
Dec. 2005, at 9, 9, available at http://www.uscourts.gov/ttb/dec05ttb/
realtime/index.html; infra text accompanying notes 71-73 (further discussing
Computer Integrated Courtrooms).
27. HEWrIT & LEVY, supra note 20, at 7, 55.
28. See Admin. Office of the U.S. Courts, supra note 26.
2009] 1063
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determine whether counsel attacked an eyewitness'
testimony as a fabrication. 29 Such a determination in court
would be necessary in ruling whether prior statements
consistent with the testimony would be admissible. 30 In
addition, during these lower court proceedings, judges also
read transcripts from previous proceedings to consider their
admission into evidence. 3 1
Juries also review the record during trial. At the
court's discretion, portions of transcripts are also often read
back to juries by the court reporter following a jury's
request during deliberation; in certain circumstances,
written copies of the transcripts are even provided for their
review during deliberations. 32 Similarly, video of witness
testimony can also be replayed at the request of the jury.33
29. See generally People v. Coffey, 182 N.E.2d 92, 94 (N.Y. 1962) (explaining
when prior consistent statements are admissible).
30. Coffey, 182 N.E.2d at 94.
31. Walker, supra note 20, at 235 (eighty-two percent of judges).
32. NANCY GERTNER & JUDITH H. MIZNER, THE LAW OF JURIEs 236-38 (2d ed.
2009); see United States v. Montgomery, 150 F.3d 983, 999-1000 (9th Cir. 1998)
(holding that trial court's decision to allow jury to have transcripts of two
witnesses' trial testimony where court cautioned jury that transcripts were not
authoritative and counsel was provided with opportunity to note inaccuracies in
transcript was not an abuse of discretion); United States v. Escotto, 121 F.3d
81, 83-85 (2d Cir. 1997) (providing jury with copies of transcripts of witnesses'
testimony in lieu of read-back and holding that decision to permit or deny read-
backs requested by jury during deliberations is within broad discretion of trial
court); United States v. Sandoval, 990 F.2d 481, 486-87 (9th Cir. 1993) (holding
that the trial court's decision to allow the court reporter to read portions of
defendant's testimony where appropriate cautions were taken by court was not
an abuse of discretion); United States v. Guy, 924 F.2d 702, 708 (7th Cir. 1991)
(providing jury a copy of witness's testimony is matter purely within trial
court's discretion); United States v. Keskey, 863 F.2d 474, 476 (7th Cir. 1988)
(allowing testimony to be read back to jury is matter within court's discretion).
33. GERTNER & MIZNER, supra note 32, at 236-37; see United States v. Sacco,
869 F.2d 499, 501-02 (9th Cir. 1989) (replaying videotaped deposition testimony
upon jury request); United States v. Sims, 719 F.2d 375, 379 (11th Cir. 1983)
(explaining that it is within the court's discretion to replay electronically
recorded testimony, given that 28 U.S.C. § 753(b) permits recording of trial by
any method and does not discriminate according to the method used); State v.
Burr, 948 A.2d 627, 635-36 (N.J. 2008) (replaying videotaped pretrial interview
that had been introduced into evidence and was considered testimony by court);
State v. Koontz, 41 P.3d 475, 478-81 (Wash. 2002) (holding the replaying of
videotaped testimony for deliberating jury improper, where protections were not
applied that consider the effect and manner of the replay so as to prevent undue
emphasis).
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These actions are permitted as long as the facts of the case
and circumstances of trial are such that the court is able to
take precautions to ensure that undue emphasis is not
placed on particular testimony.34
The verbatim record is also crucial to the appellate
process. In 1953, legal scholars David W. Louisell and
Maynard E. Pirsig discussed the importance of the
verbatim record to the appellate process, due to its role in
maintaining an impartial version of the trial proceedings
and by making "practicable, as well as theoretically
possible, a comprehensive scope of review" on appeal. 35
Review of the record often takes place on appeal by
attorneys36 to recall what occurred during trial, weigh their
client's options, and determine strategy. Although appellate
courts typically review more questions of law and review
fewer questions involving purely factual determinations, 37
transcripts are still read quite frequently by judges to make
decisions on appeal.38 The verbatim record is especially
crucial on appeal when the issue on appeal is not merely a
legal issue, but where the appellate court must also
consider whether the trial court's decision was reasonably
supported by the evidence.3 9 Judges also frequently read
transcripts to become familiar with issues before trial.40 In
sum, the frequency of transcript review by judges for the
various purposes translates into a minimum of 677,646
readings by judges (based on 1982 figures)-a number that
34. GERTNER & MIZNER, supra note 32, at 236-38; see Montgomery, 150 F.3d
at 999; Escotto, 121 F.3d at 84; Sandoval, 990 F.2d at 487; Sacco, 869 F.2d at
501-02; Sims, 719 F.2d at 375, 379; Koontz, 41 P.3d at 478.
35. David W. Louisell & Maynard E. Pirsig, The Significance of Verbatim
Recordings, 38 MINN. L. REV. 29, 41 (1953).
36. Carolyn Dineen King, Current Challenges to the Federal Judiciary, 66
LA. L. REV. 661, 677 (2006).
37. See JONATHAN MATTHEW COHEN, INSIDE APPELLATE COURTS: THE IMPACT
OF COURT ORGANIZATION ON JUDICIAL DECISION MAKING IN THE UNITED STATES
COURTS OF APPEALS 46-47 (2002).
38. Anne Graffam Walker, Context, Transcripts and Appellate Readers, 3
JUST. Q. 409, 417 (1986) (sixty-two percent of judges). In 1986, when Walker
wrote the article, the roster size of judges was larger and growing considerably
from its size in 1982 when the transcript reading figures were reported. See id.
at 417-18.
39. See id. at 417.
40. Id. (fifty percent of judges).
2009] 1065
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would be much higher today with the growing number of
judges. 41 Moreover, this number would be substantially
higher given that these figures do not include the realtime
review of transcripts, especially given the current
prevalence of CICs since they were first introduced around
1986 and the significant increases in the requests for
realtime transcripts by judges over recent years. 42
Furthermore, these figures do not include percentages
pertaining to attorneys, which have also seen dramatic
increases, 43 nor percentages for juries.
C. Current Reliance on Court Reporters and Stagnant
Methods of Reporting
Court reporters have remained the stagnant norm for
providing the trusted records in most American courts. 44
This stagnancy comes despite the success of many state
courts using video methods and evaluations by the National
Center for State Courts that have determined such
recording methods to be extremely accurate, accessible, and
reliable. 45 Furthermore, the stagnancy occurs in the face of
intervening decades that have seen huge leaps in
information technology applicable to the courtroom. Court
reporters use three main methods of court reporting to
create verbatim records today: stenomask recording-also
known as "voice writing," stenography, and electronic
recording. 46
1. Voice Writing. Voice writing recording is in a category
by itself. Voice writing involves a court reporter who
repeats everything said in the courtroom directly into a
41. Id. at 417-18. This figure is based on 1982 percentages referenced earlier
(fifty percent, sixty-two percent, and eighty-two percent). See supra notes 31,
38, 40 and accompanying text.
42. See Admin. Office of the U.S. Courts, supra note 26 (discussing the
existence of three "courtrooms of the future" in 1986, and the significant
increases in the number of requested transcript pages of real-time reporting in
federal courts from 1.76 million in 2003 to 2.26 million in 2004).
43. See id. (discussing a 518% increase of requested real-time pages from
U.S. attorneys from 2003 to 2004).
44. Shelton, supra note 23, at 32.
45. Id.
46. HEwrrr & LEVY, supra note 20, at 3.
1066 [Vol. 57
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voice-silencing mask that prevents the reporter from being
heard.47 This is performed in the courtroom as the
proceeding takes place.48 With early voice writing methods,
an audio recording of the reporter's voice was created, and
then a transcript was prepared afterwards by hand.49
Today, speech recognition software has enabled the
reporter's speech to be interpreted by a specially trained
computer that allows for real-time transcription. 50 With
real-time transcription, a computer that processes the
reporter's voice can create a rough-draft text file of the
transcript as soon as the words are spoken.5 1
2. Computer-Aided Transcription. Stenography is
another name for "shorthand" writing, in which a system is
used that enables writing to take place at a higher speed.52
Early variants of stenography such as pen shorthand and
noncomputerized machine stenotype are rarely used
today.53 Instead, a third variant of stenography, 54 known as
computer-aided transcription (CAT), is the predominant
form of court reporting.55 With CAT, shorthand symbols are
electronically recorded, translated, and displayed as text. 56
Although nearly all commercial transcriptions of verbatim
records today are created with the aid of a computer in
some way (e.g., word processing) regardless of how the
original record was created, CAT specifically refers to the
47. BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS, U.S. DEP'T OF LABOR, OCCUPATIONAL
OUTLOOK HANDBOOK, COURT REPORTERS 1 (2008-2009), available at
http://www.bls.gov/oco/pdf/ocosl52.pdf [hereinafter COURT REPORTERS]; Lederer,
supra note 3, at 258.
48. COURT REPORTERS, supra note 47, at 1.
49. Id.
50. Lederer, supra note 3, at 258.
51. Id. at n.23.
52. CRYSTAL, supra note 7, at 352, 368.
53. HEWITT & LEVY, supra note 20, at 4.
54. Id. at 3-4.
55. COURT REPORTERS, supra note 47, at 1; see HEWrIT & LEVY, supra note
20, at 39 (concluding that CAT was the predominant form as of 1994); STATE
COURT ORGANIZATION 2004, supra note 3, at 207-11 tbl.37 (indicating that
stenotype, and thus CAT-the predominant method in 1994-has not yet been
overtaken by another predominant method).
56. COURT REPORTERS, supra note 47, at 1; HEWITT & LEVY, supra note 20, at
2009] 1067
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form of stenotype shorthand that uses a computer to
automate the process and translate the stenotype notes into
an English word document. 57  Reporters' shorthand
stenotype notes are "outlines" of the proceedings created
with limited-alphabet abbreviations. 58
That is, a court reporter's keyboard does not contain all
letters of the alphabet and is divided into separate banks of
letters for which the spatial location signifies initial
consonants (left section), vowels (bottom section), or final
consonants (right section).59 For the letters absent from the
keyboard, two or more keys must be struck together to
represent the letter.60 For instance, the letter "B" does not
appear in the keyboard's initial consonant bank, but is
created by striking "P" and "W" simultaneously. 61 Similarly,
"T" and "P" together is a shorthand combination for the
letter "F," as well as the word "if.162 Although "TP" has the
same number of letters as the word "if," it is quicker than
typing on a regular keyboard because the reporter can
strike all the keys at the same time. In addition to entire
words, even phrases can be written in one, simultaneous
stroke.63 The phrase "What is your name?" is typically
abbreviated with "WAURM,"6 4 and the phrase "Can you tell
me in your own words" can be abbreviated by
"KMOURDZ. '' 65 These shorthand combinations allow the
reporter to type at impressive speeds reaching over three-
hundred words per minute.66
Today, three forms of CAT involve increasing degrees
57. HEWIrrr & LEVY, supra note 20, at 3.
58. Don J. DeBenedictis, Excuse Me, Did You Get All That?: Electronic vs.
Shorthand Reporting in the Courtroom, 79 A.B.A. J. 84, 84 (1993).
59. See California Official Court Reporters Association, http://www.cocra.org/
careers/readwrite.html (last visited Mar. 13, 2009) ("ReadWrite Like a Court
Reporter") [hereinafter COCRA].
60. See id.
61. See id.
62. DeBenedictis, supra note 58, at 84; see also COCRA, supra note 59.
63. COCRA, supra note 59.
64. DeBenedictis, supra note 58, at 84.
65. Steno Briefs: Courtroom Terms, http://ncraonline.org/Stenobriefs/
CourtTerms/ (last visited Mar. 13, 2009).
66. COCRA, supra note 59.
1068 [Vol. 57
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of technological sophistication: (1) conventional or basic
CAT reporting; (2) real-time reporting; and (3) computer-
integrated courtroom reporting.67  Conventional CAT
reporting allowed shorthand notes to be transcribed by a
computer, but transcription only occurred sometime after
the proceeding if there was a specific request for a
transcript. 68  Real-time computer-aided transcription
(CART)69 uses a computer to concurrently translate the
shorthand notes into a rough-draft transcript as soon as
they are typed into the stenotype machine, integrating the
two processes of making the record and transcribing it into
one process.70 CICs have enabled real-time reporting to go a
step further. 71 Attorneys and judges typically have access to
these computers and can scroll, mark, and search the
displayed copy of the record during the proceeding.7 2 If
authorized by the court reporter, the attorneys can also
save their notes from the proceeding to a file for their later
use.
73
If the transcript is needed for further proceedings after
trial, the court reporter will proofread the rough-draft
transcript for obvious errors, conflicts, mistranslates, and
untranslates and produce a transcript as the official record.
"Conflicts" are caused by homophones that the reporter
does not have separate stenotype outlines for and that the
artificial intelligence software cannot correct-such as
THR, which might appear on the transcript as "their / there
/ they're. '' 74 "Untranslates" are words that appear in the
original shorthand or "outline" form because they were
originally miskeyed.7 5 "Mistranslates" are words that were
translated, but were translated into the wrong word as a
result of a miskey or an alternate definition in the
67. HEWITT & LEVY, supra note 20, at 4-7.
68. Id. at 4.
69. Id. at 11.
70. Id. at 4, 43.
71. See id. at 7, 55.
72. Id. at 6, 55.
73. Id. at 55.
74. See id. at 20; see also DeBenedictis, supra note 58.
75. HEWITT & LEVY, supra note 20, at 17-20.
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reporter's self-created dictionary. 76 Many courtrooms today
have the benefit of producing an instant unofficial
transcript through CART, which has become key to the
court transcript, 77 due to its potential to be instantly
reviewed, referenced, and notated.78
CAT accelerated the process of creating an unoffidial
transcript, 79 and paved the way for the integration of the
highly beneficial CART within CICs. However, even with
CART, the accuracy and completeness of the final product
"depend entirely on the skill of the reporter, not only to
accurately capture stenographically the words spoken in
the courtroom, but also to capture them in a form the
computer can understand."80 This shortcoming would apply
with equal force to voice-writing techniques employing
speech recognition computer software. Despite the benefits
of CAT and CART, the systems, like any computer, "lack
'intelligence' and creativity."' Accordingly, "'garbage in,
garbage out' applies to CAT systems as it does to any other
data processing application," and even a competent CAT
reporter will likely be required to proofread and correct the
product before it achieves the necessary accuracy and
completeness of an official record.8 2
D. Pursuit of a Truly Verbatim Record Through Greater
Accuracy and Completeness
Although CAT increased the level of accuracy and
completeness by reducing the number of steps required to
create a transcript,8 3 and CART has likely improved upon
76. Id.
77. See Lederer, supra note 3, at 257-58.
78. See HEWITT & LEVY, supra note 20, at 43.
79. Id. at 17.
80. Id.
81. Id.
82. Id.
83. The steps required to produce an accurate transcript with traditional
stenography are: 1. The reporter must hear the testimony correctly; 2. The
reporter must write the testimony correctly in shorthand; 3. The reporter must
read the notes correctly; 4. The reporter must say it correctly when dictating; 5.
The typist must hear the dictation correctly; 6. The typist must type the
dictation correctly; 7. The reporter must proofread the transcript correctly.
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these factors by allowing real-time review with the ability
of multiple parties to make notes, an important question is
whether these improvements produced by CART are
enough. While the answer is likely "yes" in many cases, the
track record for American justice should never be "most of
the time"-especially when a method that ensures greater
accuracy exists and is reasonably achievable with relatively
few downsides.
Judge Thomas W. Brothers, with the Sixth Circuit
Court in Nashville, Tennessee, after using video as the
official record of his court for three years stated:
Accuracy-isn't that the true goal of an official record? A well
trained court stenographer is certainly very accurate, perhaps 97
percent. None, however, are perfect. Whether the record is created
by steno machine, voice mask, or shorthand, the proceedings are all
filtered through the person who is the reporter; the record is
essentially nothing more than reliable hearsay. Videotape on the
other hand, is an exact recording of what occurred.8 4
Through video recording, orality can better establish its
own credibility by providing context-rich information with a
level of aural-visual detail not previously possible. 85
Brothers explained that "the only inaccuracies that can
occur with video are caused by equipment malfunction or
several voices speaking at the same time,"86 but unlike
human errors, these problems are avoidable through the
use of controls that will be discussed in Part II.C.
IL. THE VIDEO RECORD: THE TECHNOLOGICAL
PROGRESSION
This Part recounts early proposals for electronic
recording techniques, and discusses why such techniques
were initially not pursued further, in section A. Section B
then describes the actions of Congress and various
HEWITT & LEVY, supra note 20, at 29. With CAT there is less opportunity for
error than with traditional stenography, because traditional steps three
through six are unnecessary. Id.
84. Thomas W. Brothers, The Video Record, 39 JUDGES' J. 45 (2000).
85. Ronald K.L. Collins & David M. Skover, Paratexts, 44 STAN. L. REV. 509,
535 (1992).
86. Brothers, supra note 84, at 45.
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jurisdictions that have furthered the implementation of the
video record in additional jurisdictions. Section C explains
why technological advances have eliminated previous
difficulties with older technologies and why video is a much
more feasible option today than it previously has been.
Some of the practical benefits of the video technology are
also touched upon.
A. Electronic Recording-Early Proposals
Judge Jerome Frank originally proposed the concept
of using "talking movies" for capturing the record of trial
proceedings in his 1930 book, Law and the Modern Mind.87
Although such methods were never seriously considered at
the time,8 8 the benefits of electronic recording as a means to
preserve the record verbatim soon became evident. Louisell
and Pirsig's 1953 article discussed existing proposals of
"mechanical techniques of recordation" for creating a
verbatim record that could potentially replace court
reporters.8 9  These included "talking movies" and
"mechanical sound recorders," or audio recordings, which at
the time were still in an experimental stage.90 Such
proposals were considered because such methods could
produce a record more economically than a stenographer,
whose efforts required repeated compensation, 91 and "the
desirability of more accurately and fully producing the trial
and exposing the nuances not recorded with the written
word. ' 92 These "nuances" included "the judge's manner or
demeanor in speaking-those subtle nuances that can be
conveyed by tone of voice or attitude or expression and
87. WILLIAM E. HEWITT, VIDEOTAPED TRIAL RECORDS: EVALUATION AND GUIDE,
at xxi (1990) (citing JEROME FRANK, LAW AND THE MODERN MIND 110 n.t (1930)).
88. Id.
89. Louisell & Pirsig, supra note 35, at 45.
90. See id. at 34, 45.
91. See id. at 45; William Gillespie & Gary Shank, Technological Innovation
and the Quality of Court Records: Comparing Accuracy of Automatic Videotape
Recording Systems With Court Reporters, JAYS, 2002, para. 3, 32,
http://web.archive.org/web/20030207124536/http://avs.com/courts/feedbacklgie
spie shank.html (creating a video record is cheaper than stenographic means).
92. Louisell & Pirsig, supra note 35, at 45.
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which may be important to jurors. '93
Due in part to obtrusive, expensive equipment that
required multiple operators, additional lighting, and other
courtroom adjustments, 94 serious experimentation with
video recording did not occur in courtrooms until 1968,
when video recording was first used as a supplement to
stenographic reporting in the state of Illinois. 95 Courts in
Ohio and Tennessee experimented with video from 1973 to
1975, but these initial efforts were soon discontinued due to
difficulties of working with videotape (as opposed to digital
video available today).96 Convinced that video recording
was the solution to compensate for particularly
unsatisfactory court reporting and budget cuts in Kentucky,
Kentucky courts revitalized experimental efforts with video
in the early 1980s. 97 Following early problems with now
archaic technologies, Kentucky eventually achieved great
success that other states soon emulated. 98
B. Moving Forward
In 1982, 28 U.S.C. § 753(b) was amended to state that
the record "shall be recorded verbatim by shorthand,
mechanical means, electronic sound recording, or any other
method," by a "reporter or other designated individual."99
This amendment indicated that the federal courts had
recognized potential in an electronic record and were
willing to allow both audio and video recordings in their
courts. This made it clear that such techniques could be
used not only as a supplement to a written record, but also
as the sole means of capturing the record. While some
federal courts had previously used electronic recordings for
some time before-for example, the Supreme Court has
used audio recordings of oral arguments as a supplement to
93. Id. at 34.
94. See HEWITT, supra note 87, at 3.
95. Id.
96. Id.
97. Id. at 3-4.
98. Id. at 4.
99. 28 U.S.C. § 753(b) (2006). These methods are subject to regulations
promulgated by the Judicial Conference and subject to the discretion and
approval of the judge.
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a court reporter's transcript since as early as 195510 0-this
amendment made it clear that methods such as audio and
video could serve as a standalone record. The phrase "any
other method" clearly indicates that Congress recognized
that technology was rapidly improving and that the Code
required change in order to allow for the implementation of
future devices and methodologies that would surpass the
effectiveness of older methods. The federal courts were
following the path of the four original state courts, who had
led the initial experimental charge to use video.101
Approximately eight years after the federal revision in
1990, Kentucky had nineteen courtrooms that were using
video as the official record, six other states102 were
experimenting with video in their trial courts, and nine
more states were giving active consideration to the use of
video systems.'0 3 That number has continued to increase. 04
Various courts have made the change to the electronic
recording methodologies of audio and video105 for different
reasons, including human errors, unsatisfactory court
reporting, and lower costs.' 0 6
C. Recent Technological Advancements Have Eliminated
Previous Drawbacks to the Implementation of a Video
Record
Until recently, however, video recording technology
had too many drawbacks to convince many jurisdictions
that its implementation would be worthwhile. Technology
100. U.S. Supreme Court, Transcripts and Recordings of Oral
Arguments (Oct. 2008), http://www.supremecourtus.gov/oral-arguments/
availabilityoforalargumenttranscripts.pdf.
101. HEWITT, supra note 87, at 3 (citing Illinois, Ohio, Tennessee, and
Kentucky courts that had used video sporadically from 1968 to 1982, when
Kentucky courts finally began using a video system continuously).
102. These six states were California, Florida, Michigan, Mississippi, North
Carolina, and Washington. Walker, supra note 20, at 205 n.2.
103. Id.
104. See STATE COURT ORGANIZATION 2004, supra note 3, at 207-11 tbl.37
(indicating that at least twenty-five states have some courts that use video
recording to some extent in their efforts to create the official record).
105. See HEwITT & LEVY, supra note 20, at 3.
106. HEWITT, supra note 87, at 4.
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limited the number of cameras and camera angles
available, and "[b]ias [was] still possible because the viewer
[was] restricted to whatever the camera saw and how the
camera saw it. ' ' 107 Additionally, the limited camera views,
at times, made it difficult to discern the speaker and the
speech itself.'08 Reviewing the video was also found to be
time-consuming, difficult to handle, catalog, and review.' 0 9
As discussed below, technology today has eliminated these
problems.
Widespread use of video has been discussed as a
potential remedy for the loss of particular nonverbal
information in the past,110 but the drawbacks of poor video
technology made reviewing video much more arduous and
time-consuming, and prevented the use of video from
becoming widespread."' There is no longer such a barrier.
The introduction of DVD technology, 112 and more recent
improvements in digital video recording and formatting,
have improved the video record over the years, enabling
easy viewing and storage on personal computers. 113 In 2000,
Brothers stated, "When the technology becomes available to
store the record on some other format, (e.g., DVD) within
the next few years, the transition [to using video records]
will be easy." 114
The costs of implementing such video systems are
substantially cheaper than employing a court reporter to
transcribe every proceeding, given that the initial costs of
107. Walker, supra note 20, at 239.
108. Id.
109. Id. at 238.
110. See, e.g., Rochelle L. Shoretz, Let the Record Show: Modifying Appellate
Review Procedures for Errors of Prejudicial Nonverbal Communication by Trial
Judges, 95 COLUM. L. REv. 1273, 1290-91 (1995) (discussing nonverbal
prejudicial communication by judges).
111. See, e.g., id. at 1291.
112. The first DVD players were released in November 1996. Toshiba,
Toshiba Firsts of Their Kind, DVD Player, http://museum.toshiba.co.jp/history/
lgokil1998dvd.html.
113. See Lederer, supra note 3, at 258 (discussing in 2000 how "digitalized
video takes up a great deal of computer storage space" but indicating that this
restriction will "either vanish or diminish shortly" with technological
improvements).
114. Brothers, supra note 84, at 45.
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the system can be amortized over a number of years. 115 In
addition, it is less expensive for litigants to obtain a copy of
a video record than it is to obtain a transcript.116 It has
been said that these cost savings may be offset by the new
costs imposed by additional attorney hours needed to
prepare documents from the videotape record. 11 7 However,
given the improved functionality of digital video playback,
the time spent with video certainly has been reduced, and
some cost savings are probable.
Technology today also allows for the production of
comprehensive multi-media court records consisting of
electronic text along with the accompanying digitalized
audio and video of the entire proceeding.118 When clicked
with a mouse, links within the document can play the
corresponding recording or even display other visuals, such
as corresponding exhibits." 9 While the ability to create
multi-media court records on a regular basis was not
previously feasible, the arrival of high capacity recordable
DVD technology has made this possible. 120 In fact, that time
arrived six years ago.12 ' As e-filing and electronic briefs
115. HEWIrr, supra note 87, at 61, 64 (explaining that the cities of Pontiac,
WA and Seattle, WA would save approximately $377,944 and $1.17 million per
year in their courtrooms). These figures were for videotape technology.
However, given that digital video technology has been around for a number of
years now, the cost benefits of using an electronic system with costs that can be
amortized over a number of years, as opposed to a court reporter's salary which
is reincurred every year, such savings are likely similar. See id. at 60-61.
116. See Brothers, supra note 84, at 45 (providing costs in 2000 for
transcripts at the expensive $3.50 per transcript page versus the low $15 cost
for the video record).
117. HEWITr, supra note 87, at 66-69.
118. Lederer, supra note 3, at 258.
119. Id.
120. See id. (explaining that the restriction on the ability to regularly create
multi-media records would vanish "as high capacity second- and third-
generation recordable DVD technology comes on the market"); HT Staff,
Panasonic 3rd Generation DVD Recorder, HOMETHEATERMAG.COM, June 25,
2002, http://www.hometheatermag.com/news/10218/ (announcing the 2002
release of Panasonic's third-generation DVD recorder); see also Anush
Yegyazarian, Recordable DVD Options Abound, PCWoRLD.CoM, June 28, 2002,
http://www.pcworld.com/article/id,102354-page, l/article.html (discussing
Panasonic's third-generation DVD Recorder, along with similar technologies by
Toshiba, Phillips, and Pioneer).
121. Id.
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become more and more prevalent, the ease and convenience
of such technologies will only continue to increase.
Traditionally, the video record was somewhat difficult
to review, due to technological burdens, such as the need for
an available VCR and television monitor, as well as the
additional time it took to fast-forward and rewind through
unwieldy VCR tapes before the appropriate dialogue was
found. However, current technology allows video to be
stored on DVD-Rs and CD-Rs, 122 which enable easy viewing
on computers 123 or DVD players. It is especially easy to
view a particular portion of digital video, because "the
recording itself contains a scroll bar to immediately
advance to any point,"'124 enabling the user to "jump" over
unwanted portions and to rapidly preview a particular
section. In addition, text annotations can be created that
are tied to timestamps indicating the tape time and real
time to mark particular sections of a recording, such as the
start of a particular witness's cross examination. 125
Previous problems with the storage of video files have
also been eliminated. An entire week of case files can be
stored on one DVD.126 An entire year of files can be stored
on merely fifty-two DVDs. 127 In fact, providers of courtroom
Digital Recorders even provide the ability to store more
than two years of case histories online for easy accessibility
to approved users, who can view the files or even publish
them to a local CD/DVD burner.128 Systems can now
122. JAVS CasePublisher, http://www.javs.com/new-products/casepublisher.html
(last visited Mar. 6, 2009).
123. Many computers today have a CD/DVD compatible disk drive. Even if
an existing drive does not support DVD functionality, replacement drives are
available.
124. Shelton, supra note 23, at 33.
125. MICH. STATE COURT ADMIN. OFFICE, STANDARDS FOR DIGITAL VIDEO
RECORDING SYSTEMS 2, 5 (Mar. 2007), available at http://courts.michigan.gov/
scao/resources/standards/dv stds.pdf; Brothers, supra note 84, at 45-46; Fredric
I. Lederer, The Road to the Virtual Courtroom? A Consideration of Today's-
And Tomorrow's-High Technology Courtrooms, 50 S.C. L. REV. 799, 809 (1999).
126. JAVS New Products, JAVS CasePublisher, http://www.javs.com/
new-products/casepublisher.html (last visited Mar. 13, 2009) [hereinafter New
Products CP]; JAVS Courts, Storage, http://www.javs.com/solutions/courtrooms/
storage.html (last visited Mar. 13, 2009) [hereinafter Storage].
127. Storage, supra note 126.
128. Id.; JAVS Courts, Delivery, http://www.javs.com/solutions/courtrooms/
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automatically perform backups on CD each night,
preventing losses from power failures or crashes. 129 For
greater automation in overworked courts, "a robotic
transporter" can automate the burning process of up to 300
CDs or DVDs before operator assistance is required-and
even then the operator need only load additional discs into
a bin.130 Such systems "even print high-quality custom
labels for each disk, including the disk number, date range,
courtroom, and case number."'131 The use of industry-
standard formats also ensures that the recordings will stay
compatible with future technologies.13 2
The recording and capture of video and audio has
improved as well. Current systems allow up to as many as
twelve video cameras and twenty microphones in the
courtroom. 133 The typical setup has five wall-mounted
cameras in various positions to ensure all aspects of the
entire court proceeding are recorded. 34 Additionally, there
is usually one camera in the judge's chambers. 135 The video
and audio recording itself "can be accomplished using a
single-fixed [video] image, or a multi-frame picture that
includes four or more separate [video] images."136 For
example, if four images are used, a 'quad-split' [will]
appear on the video[ ] record; each image appears picture-
in-picture, showing one participant or part of the
courtroom."1 37 Different images from the appropriate
camera can be selected to be used at one time, depending on
the courtroom setup. 38
delivery.html (last visited Mar. 13, 2009).
129. Storage, supra note 126.
130. New Products CP, supra note 126.
131. Id.
132. Storage, supra note 126.
133. JAVS New Products, JAVS CT-4A, http://www.javs.comnewproducts/
ct4a.html (last visited Mar. 13, 2009).
134. Kentucky Court of Justice, Video Court System,
http://courts.ky.gov/aoc/facilities/ videocourt.htm (last visited Mar. 13, 2009).
135. Id.
136. Lederer, supra note 3, at 256.
137. Fredric I. Lederer, Courtroom Technology-A Judicial Primer, 39
JUDGES' J. 13, 14 (2000).
138. See id.
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Many systems are voice-actuated, so that when
someone speaks, either the speaker's picture-in-picture
image is enlarged on the screen or the speaker appears full
screen. 139 The microphones of today "intelligently evaluate
which sounds to follow, ignoring noises such as traffic, loud
air-conditioning vents, or sudden sounds such as a banging
door or a person's cough."'140 The maintenance of multiple
smaller camera views, in addition to a larger, voice-
activated image is certainly preferable, so that
communicative nonverbal information from non-speakers is
maintained while others speak. In addition, speakers can be
assigned to separate sound channels so that each voice can
be listened to individually in the event speakers talk at the
same time.141 The introduction of digital technology has
also enabled the duplication of recordings that are identical
to the original recording.142
Equipment malfunctions are "avoided by using
alarms," including both "audible and visual alerts," and
immediate feedback of video on monitors with indications of
the corresponding audio levels. 143 These immediately alert
the operator, clerk, judge, and/or parties of the proceeding,
depending on the number of monitors in the particular
courtroom. 144 In addition, a second digital recorder can
"provide full redundancy and ensure recording integrity."'145
Even when using out-of-date videotape technology, Judge
Brothers "never had a malfunction other than two faulty
tapes that did not record when the system was started at
the beginning of the day. In both instances, the alarm went
off and the situation was cured by inserting another
tape."146
139. Id. at 14-16.
140. JAVS Courts, Capture, http://www.javs.com/solutions/courtrooms/
capture.html (last visited Mar. 13, 2009).
141. The American Association of Electronic Reporters and Transcribers,
Electronic/Digital Court Reporting-An Overview, http://www.aaert.orglhome.htm
(last visited Mar. 13, 2009).
142. Id.
143. Brothers, supra note 84, at 45.
144. See id.
145. Storage, supra note 126.
146. Brothers, supra note 84, at 45.
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The technology also exists to obtain coordinated
retrievals of video and text versions of the record during
trial proceedings, 147 for the purposes of playback for the
trial judge or jury. 14s Courts using only video also have the
benefit of immediate playback review of the record, with
some systems even permitting playback-with more
accuracy and detail-while continuing to record. 149 As
Judge Donald E. Shelton stated, this method is "far
superior to steno notes," because "U]urors who are
evaluating the credibility of a witness can see and hear that
person's testimony," and "[i]f necessary, the [video] can be
played again and again," allowing jurors or judges to "better
perform their function."'150 The benefits of the video record
will be discussed further in Part V, once the problems with
a sole stenographic record have been discussed in Parts III
and IV.
III. WHY THE WRITTEN RECORD IS INACCURATE: HUMAN
ERROR AND DECISION-MAKING
As former court reporter and forensic linguist Anne
Graffam Walker' 5 ' stated, "the necessary presumption
behind [the] task" of creating a verbatim transcript is that a
complete and accurate record of an oral or acted event "can
be made by writing down exactly what was said."' 52 This
presumption is far from the reality. In order to completely
and accurately capture a communicative event, a reporter
must record: (1) the verbal event-the words spoken and (2)
the nonverbal events. With any attempt to record oral and
acted communication in written form, a number of
discrepancies are bound to occur.153 These discrepancies
occur because truly capturing communicative events solely
through the written medium is a difficult if not an
impossible task. As a result, these discrepancies occur for
the following two reasons: (1) human error and decision-
147. See HEwrrr & LEVY, supra note 20, at 58.
148. Shelton, supra note 23, at 33.
149. MICH. STATE COURT ADMIN. OFFICE, supra note 125, at 2.
150. Shelton, supra note 23, at 33.
151. Walker, supra note 20, at 203-04.
152. Id. at 203.
153. Id.
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making in general and (2) the limitations of the written
medium. This first reason, human error and decision
making, involves unintentional errors and editing decisions
by court reporters that can either be hidden or visible to the
reader. These will be discussed in Part III. Part III
demonstrates that despite the perceived neutral role of
court reporters in the courtroom, their actions can
potentially influence the reader of the transcript, their
perception and memory of events at trial, and ultimately,
the outcome of a case. The second primary reason-the
limitations of a written medium, will be discussed in Part
IV, which explains how truly capturing oral and acted
events solely through the written medium is a difficult and
impossible task.
A. Unintentional Errors by Court Reporters
Unintentional errors from human court reporting are
unavoidable given the difficult task at hand.15 4 Such errors
occur despite the impressive abilities of stenographers to
accurately record most speech.155 Here, "unintentional
error" means an inaccuracy that was inadvertently
produced by the reporter. The presence of an error in a
transcript may be obvious or unobvious. An "obvious error"
is one likely to be noticed by either the court reporter or by
the parties who are more involved with, and have more
knowledge of, the facts of the case if the completed
transcript is read closely. An "unobvious error" is one that
may potentially go unnoticed after the transcript is read.
The reporters themselves are not to blame for these
unintentional errors. 156 While reporters receive extensive
and adequate training, 157 stenographic reporting is an
incredibly difficult skill, which takes an average of forty
months of full-time study to acquire. 158 Reporters must
154. Id. at 232.
155. Brothers, supra note 84, at 45; Gillespie & Shank, supra note 91, paras.
17-22; Shelton, supra note 23, at 32-33; supra text accompanying note 84.
156. See Gillespie & Shank, supra note 91, para. 25.
157. The training programs are so stringent and long that "attrition rates
for two year programs often reach ninety percent or more." Id. para. 24.
158. DeBenedictis, supra note 58, at 84; Gillespie & Shank, supra note 91,
para. 25 (explaining that the nature of the job is highly technical and precise).
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learn word "osmosis," or the ability to let words "enter the
ears and leave the fingertips an instant later."'159 While
extracting just the key concepts or main ideas from strings
of speech is certainly an achievable task, attempting to
transfer the speaker's words verbatim to the paper is
certainly another task in itself, especially when there are
multiple speakers. In addition, reporters are often
overworked due to shortages in the profession, which only
increases their likelihood of errors. 160
Obvious errors may include such things as a
misidentified speaker, an unintelligible stream of words,
and something clearly missing or added to the record. 61
These types of obvious discrepancies are typically handled
on the local level, with the attorneys and judges negotiating
the changes to the written record. 62 If the errors are not
caught by the court reporter or another party involved with
the trial, the error can become a part of the official record.
Depending on the nature and severity of the error, an error
that might be "obvious" to a reader during the course of a
trial or immediately after may become more and more
"unobvious," as time goes on. Some obvious discrepancies
may not be noticed until there is an appeal.
For instance, in United States v. McGowan, a
defendant's sentence had been enhanced by "relevant
conduct" that the trial court found to be part of the same
"course of action," or common scheme or plan that had led
to the defendant's conviction for illegal drug distribution. 63
The court reporter had erroneously recorded a statement by
the prosecutor at a sentencing hearing as, "[The defendant]
then got his cocaine from somewhere else. [With respect to]
the two purchases that [witness A] testified about, the
course of that cocaine was a different course."'64 On the
defendant's appeal of that sentencing, the court noted the
obvious error in the transcript, and upon vacating the
sentencing order stated, "We think the reference to 'course'
159. DeBenedictis, supra note 58, at 84.
160. Gillespie & Shank, supra note 91, para. 25.
161. Walker, supra note 20, at 203.
162. Id. at 203-04.
163. United States v. McGowan, 478 F.3d 800, 802-03 (7th Cir. 2007).
164. Id. at 803 (emphasis added).
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in this quote was a court reporter error as the [prosecutor],
rather obviously, must have said 'source."' 165 However, it is
not clear from the court's opinion nor from the available
portions of the trial court record whether both uses of
"course" should have been replaced with "source." While it
is clear that the prosecutor's first use of "course" should
have been "source," given the context of his preceding
statement about the drugs coming "from somewhere else,"
whether the use of "course" in the second instance was an
error is unclear. The prosecutor could have used "source" in
both instances to simply state that the source was, in fact,
different. Alternatively, the prosecutor could have used
"course" in the second instance to convey that, "[T.he
[source] of that cocaine [previously described as coming
from "somewhere else"] [should be considered] a different
course [of action for sentencing purposes]."166
The version the appellate court interpreted to be the
correct one is unclear. However, the appellate court
determined that the prosecutor's statement was a
concession that the transactions for which the defendant
was convicted were of a different "course of action" from
those that took place with a different source eight months
prior. 167 The court then remanded the case for resentencing
because the sentence had been unnecessarily enhanced by
the sentencing judge. 68 The version with "course" in the
second instance certainly offers much more support to the
appellate court's position that the prosecutor conceded the
position that the conduct was part of a different course of
action. While the concession by the prosecutor was not the
sole determining factor for the court's decision in this
instance, 69 such an example serves to demonstrate the
significant impact a simple error might have on a ruling.
Moreover, this example demonstrates how a video
record available for review could quickly remedy an error
and eliminate the need for tedious, time-consuming
analyses of statements and single words for the sake of
165. Id. at 803 n.3.
166. See id. at 803.
167. Id.
168. Id.
169. See id.
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determining the accurate version of the record. The process
of negotiating changes would certainly be easier. Although
with a transcript it may be obvious that certain things
present in the record were not stated or did not occur (and
are in fact errors), in some cases it may be impossible to
establish what actually was said or did occur if an
erroneous transcript is the only thing to which the court can
refer.
Second, unobvious errors are potentially much more
influential because they go uncorrected or initially are of no
concern. 170 These errors are unobvious because they are
linguistically correct and may be very similar to what the
speaker actually said. The second instance of "course,"
discussed in McGowan, if actually an error, was an example
of such an unobvious error. With unobvious errors,
reporters may also mishear or misattribute a word (such as
when speakers talk over each other) to the wrong speaker
when it sounds phonetically similar and is linguistically
correct to its context.
To determine the frequency with which errors may
occur in general, a study conducted by two college
professors examined the actual written record prepared by
a court reporter from a trial held in a U.S. district court in
Arizona. 171 Simultaneously, the researchers created a video
record that they used to create a precise, verbatim
transcript. 172 Two paid "verifiers" then independently
compared the court's actual written record with the one
created from the video record. 73 The study examined ten
hours of spontaneous oral testimony 74 and classified
inconsistencies into two broad categories referred to as
"form errors" and "content errors.' 75 The "content errors"
were essentially unintentional errors by the court reporter
that the researchers perceived to change the meaning of the
170. Walker, supra note 20, at 204.
171. Gillespie & Shank, supra note 91, paras. 6-14.
172. Id. paras. 8-9.
173. Id. para. 14.
174. This testimony did not include "opening and closing arguments,
instructions, and evidence that was read into the record." Id. para. 11.
175. Id. para. 14.
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utterance itself.176 The "form errors" were discrepancies
that the researchers perceived not to significantly alter the
meaning of the utterance. 177 Given their nature, the "form
errors" were likely a combination of unintentional errors
and conscious editing decisions. 178
In total, there were over twenty-three content errors
and seven hundred and eighty-three form errors. The
content errors included "missing words, missing phrases,
switching of words, recording errors, and major alteration of
sense," with varying levels of severity. 179 A number of the
errors were significant and could have altered the apparent
facts if the case was considered for or heard on appeal. i8 0
For instance, some of the errors included: (1) an omission by
the reporter of a witness's negative response to a piece of
evidence;' 8 ' (2) the reporter transcribed a key witness as
saying "he thought that 'they' had the authority to do X,"
when he actually stated "we"; (3) the reporter recorded a
witness as saying there was some disagreement "as total on
indication" of some funds-he actually said "allocation"; (4)
the reporter transcribed an attorney as saying the "key" to
the case was X, when he actually said the "problem" with
the case was X; (5) a problem was described as "curable" but
was recorded as "securable"; (6) an attorney's question to a
witness asked if he was "earning money on the money that
[he] was holding," but "earning" was transcribed as
"paying"; (7) an attorney discussed a "ruling that the Court
had in mind," but was transcribed as saying "that was not
really what the court had in mind"; and finally, (8) a seven
million dollar discrepancy error was recorded in the amount
of a bond-two hundred and fifty million dollars instead of
the proper two hundred and fifty-seven million.'8 2 Other
significant errors were transcribed as well. 8 3
Even errors that may not seem significant at first
176. Id. paras. 14-22.
177. See id.
178. See id.
179. Id. para. 17.
180. Id. para. 19.
181. Id.
182. Id. paras. 17-22.
183. Id.
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glance-such as slight variations in what speakers actually
said-can potentially have significant, unforeseen
consequences. Elizabeth Loftus has demonstrated in
numerous studies that the "variation in a single word
spoken to a witness to some event can fairly dramatically
affect the witness's recollection of the event."18 4 Loftus has
demonstrated that these effects are not merely transient,
but rather that the "[n]ew information to which a witness is
exposed can become integrated into the existing memorial
representation of an event, thereby causing it to be
supplemented or altered."18 5 It seems logical to assume that
if the difference in one word can significantly affect a
witness' recollection of an event, the difference in one word
on a transcript (in addition to altering the meaning of the
recorded speech) can also potentially affect the readers'
recollection and understanding of events at trial. As Loftus
stated, "[T]he possibilities are unlimited for the study of
how words actually function when they are comprehended
by the average human."'86 Importantly, these "readers" are
the juries, judges, and lawyers who frequently read these
transcripts 8 7 to make important decisions based on their
recollection and understanding of these events.
A number of studies in forensic linguistics have
identified the impacts of decisions and errors that were
made in the creation of transcripts during police
interrogations, government investigations, and courtroom
proceedings. 8 8  The frequency and magnitude of
discrepancies is undoubtedly greater in situations where a
184. Elizabeth Loftus, Language and Memories in the Judicial System, in
LANGUAGE USE AND THE USES OF LANGUAGE 257, 257-68 (Roger W. Shuy & Anna
Shnukal eds., 1976). Professor Elizabeth Loftus has demonstrated that slight
variations in single words can have significant impacts on the communicative
event. Her numerous experiments have demonstrated the significance of using
different articles ("the" versus "a'), different quantifiers ("some" versus "any"),
verbs ("collided," "bumped," "contacted," or "hit" versus "smashed"), and the
presence of presuppositions in questions. She also has discussed the potential
effects of other slight variations in words-for example, "seize" versus "take"
and "accuse" versus "criticize." Id.
185. Id. at 184.
186. Id. at 185.
187. See supra notes 20-43 and accompanying text (discussing the frequency
of review by juries, judges, and attorneys).
188. Mary Bucholtz, The Politics of Transcription, 32 J. PRAGMATICS 1439,
1441 (1999) (citing seven different studies conducted from 1984 to 1996).
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police officer or government agent is performing the
transcription (often from an audio tape),18 9 as opposed to a
court reporter with specialized training. However, such
errors are analogous to those in the courtroom setting and
similarly indicate that significant errors can occur during
the transcription process, albeit to a lesser extent.19 0 For
these reasons, the courts should make every effort to
preserve the accuracy of speech in the courtroom as it
actually occurred, rather than risking an array of
unforeseen consequences.
B. Conscious Decisions of Court Reporters Hidden from
Readers
In contrast to the unintentional errors discussed
above, while creating the written record, court reporters
also make conscious decisions regarding its content that are
influential to the reader and can even change the meaning
of the record. These changes may either be hidden or visible
to the reader. Here, section B will discuss conscious
decisions that are hidden from, or are unapparent to the
reader. These hidden decisions are unapparent because the
nature of the change fails to indicate on its face that a
decision by the reporter was required for the information to
be recorded in writing. This section first discusses the
reasons for why these editing decisions occur. It then
explains the types of editing decisions that occur and the
frequency with which they occur. Finally, it discusses the
impacts that such hidden editing decisions can have on the
transcript's readers. The following section C discusses
conscious decisions that are visible to the reader.
The conscious decision to edit speech to some degree
has been said to be a universal practice amongst court
reporters. 191 These decisions to edit speech are
predominantly "hidden" from the reader of the written
record, because the editing that occurs does not appear in
189. See generally Ellen F. Prince, On the Use of Social Conversation as
Evidence in a Court of Law, in LANGUAGE IN THE JUDICIAL PROCESS 279, 281-84
(Judith N. Levi & Anne Graffam Walker eds., 1990) (providing examples of
errors discovered in FBI transcripts of tape recorded investigations).
190. Id. at 281-84.
191. Walker, supra note 20, at 222.
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the record. 192 The record offers no indication as to whether
an existing string of words appears as it actually occurred,
or whether that string has had portions modified, deleted,
or supplemented by the reporter to some extent. Even those
edits that might be more noticeable upon an immediate
review of the record will likely become unrecognizable as
time passes and the memories of those involved in trial will
have faded to the point where they no longer can recall
specific events or speech, if they ever could. Thus, these
edits by the reporter escape the concern and correction of
the parties involved and become the official record of trial.
While the transcripts are purportedly verbatim, in reality,
editing can transform the transcript into an inaccurate
reflection of what actually happened.193
1. Reasons Behind Conscious Decisions to Edit Speech.
One reason reporters deviate from a strict verbatim
standard, as 28 U.S.C. § 753(b) would seem to require, and
edit speech, is to improve the readability of the record by
improving the clarity of meaning without altering the
content.194 A transcript that is readable is able "to
communicate by being a 'good' written text," and
communicate what was communicated by the speaker in
the original context. 195 A transcript that is more readable
makes the process of reading and digesting the text less
burdensome for the reader, and is therefore preferred by
many in the legal profession over a less readable
transcript,196  assuming meaning is preserved. Yet
simultaneously creating a single record that is both
readable and verbatim is an impossible task, thereby
creating a tension between the two criteria. 197 If a reporter
were to strive for a verbatim record and maintain the finer
details of the original speech, such as the original wording,
ungrammaticalities, "hesitations, pausal phenomena
('uhms' and 'ers' and also expressions such as "you know"),
repetition," and other features discussed below, the
192. JOHN GIBBONS, FORENSIC LINGUISTICS 28 (2003).
193. Id. at 31.
194. Id.; Walker, supra note 20, at 222.
195. GIBBONS, supra note 192, at 30.
196. Id.
197. Id. at 30-31; Celia Roberts, Transcribing Talk: Issues of Representation,
31 TESOL Q. 167, 167-68 (1997).
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resultant transcript would decrease in readability. 198 An
example of a more verbatim sequence, along with an edited,
more readable version of that sequence (based upon one
potential interpretation of a court reporter), are shown in
Figure 1, as examples (a) and (b), respectively.
Figure 1. Transcription Weighted Towards Readability vs.
A Verbatim Record
(a) I ask, er, the man, what's this, what's this, what's
this. He said, don't worry, don't worry, don't worry,
you know. I say kids too much upset.
(b) I asked the man "What's this?" He said "Don't
worry." I said "The kids will be very upset."'199
Figure 1 illustrates the wide variance between an
utterance as recorded "verbatim," (a), and a more readable
version of that utterance, (b). As mentioned, editing
decisions such as those in Figure 1 can potentially produce
radical changes, which can potentially influence the
meaning of the speech. 200 The appropriate balance between
a verbatim transcript and one that is more readable differs
amongst various judges, lawyers, and court reporters. 20'
The encouragement of readability to an extent is
apparent in a few different authorities. As "guardians of the
record, ' 20 2 the current National Shorthand Reporter's
Association (NSRA) Code of Ethics states that reporters are
to "[g]uard against not only the fact but the appearance of
impropriety" 203-an improper use of a word or phrase. 20 4
How this is currently interpreted throughout the profession
198. GIBBONS, supra note 192, at 29, 31; Walker, supra note 20, at 224.
199. See GIBBONS, supra note 192, at 29-31.
200. See infra Part III.B.3 (discussing the impact on the readers).
201. Walker, supra note 20, at 222-23.
202. This is the motto of the National Court Reporter's Association. Nat'l
Court Reporters Assoc., Guardians of the Record, http://www.ncraonline.org/
(last visited Mar. 12, 2009).
203. Nat'l Court Reporters Assoc., Code of Professional Ethics,
http://ncraonline.org/NCRA/codeofethics#ncracode (last visited Mar. 13, 2009).
204. WEBSTER'S UNABRIDGED DICTIONARY 963 (2d ed. 2001).
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is unclear. Nonetheless, it would seem the code currently
promotes some degree of editing when words or language
are used improperly, leaving it up to the reporters to
balance fact (a strictly verbatim transcript) with avoiding
impropriety (and creating a more readable transcript). If
the code did not promote editing, it would seem that the
code would simply promote a verbatim record as it occurred
"in fact."
In addition, the federal court system gives reporters the
authority to make the determinations as to what should be
edited from the transcript. Although the guidelines for
federal district court reporters state that they should
transcribe "an accurate record of words spoken in the
course of proceedings," they also state that, "In the interest
of readability, however, false starts, stutters, uhms, and
ahs, and other verbal tics are not normally included in
transcripts. ' 205 However, the guidelines ultimately leave
these decisions up to the interpretations of the reporters by
adding, "But such verbalizations must be transcribed
whenever their exclusion could change a statement's
meaning.'206 While some court reporters feel that editing
should be confined to those who are not under examination
or who are providing sworn testimony,207 the general
attitude of the profession is that this editing can occur if the
reporter considers the edited features to be
uninformative. 208 Generally, readability predominates over
accuracy in the record, and editing occurs. 209
Court reporters are essentially employed by the
judges of the court and undoubtedly have some sense of
obligation to avoid casting them in an unfavorable light.210
Thus, a second reason driving the editing of speech is an
effort by reporters to protect the reporter's own reputation
205. FED. JUDICIAL CTR., INNOVATIONS & DEV. Div., REVISED GUIDELINES FOR
THE PREPARATION OF TRANSCRIPTS 7 (1982), reprinted in J.M. GREENWOOD ET AL.,
A COMPARATIVE EVALUATION OF STENOGRAPHIC AND AUDIOTAPE METHODS FOR
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT REPORTING app. F, at 143 (1983).
206. FED. JUDICIAL CTR., supra note 205 (emphasis added).
207. Walker, supra note 20, at 224.
208. Id.
209. Id. at 224; see GIBBONS, supra note 192, at 29-32.
210. Walker, supra note 20, at 233-34.
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and employability. 211 More specifically, editing is driven by:
(1) a reporter's natural concern with keeping her job, (2) a
belief held by judges and lawyers, and known to reporters,
that if they are observed using improper language, their
intelligence and their status or "belonging" amongst their
peer members of the bar may be questioned, and (3)
expectations regarding a speaker's general degree of
intelligence and the standard of English language that is
expected of her.2 12
Third, in addition to these more conscious decisions,
some interpretative editing decisions and the consequences
of their representation may occur at some "subconscious"
level to the reporter,213 often based on the reporter's own
language ideologies and interpretations. 214
For these three reasons, it has been said that an
objective transcript is not possible. 215 Transcripts can
ultimately take sides, may advance particular interests,
provide preferential treatment to certain speakers, and
enable certain interpretations by the reader.216 These factors
work to create at least seven overlapping categories of
courtroom speakers that influence the variability of a
reporter's application of editing and how strictly their
speech is recorded verbatim: "(1) sworn/unsworn, (2)
educated/uneducated, (3) expert/lay witness, (4) ins/outs, (5)
employer/nonemployer, (6) liked/disliked, and (7) sees
transcript/doesn't see transcript. '217 Sworn speakers, or
witnesses providing testimony, are the least likely to have
their speech edited, given the understanding that their
testimony is the primary source of evidence during trial.218
Yet that decision, like the editing of "unsworn" speech from
211. Id. at 222.
212. Id. at 233-34; see also GIBBONS, supra note 192, at 37, 75 (explaining
that the language used by lawyers can subtly communicate to others one's
membership in a "specialist group, or club; and the lawyers' club is a
particularly exclusive and prestigious club"); PETER M. TIERSMA, LEGAL
LANGUAGE 2-3 (1999).
213. Bucholtz, supra note 188, at 1446.
214. Roberts, supra note 197, at 167-68.
215. Bucholtz, supra note 188, at 1440.
216. Id.
217. Walker, supra note 20, at 233.
218. Id.
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attorneys and judges, can be affected by the speaker's
status in the other categories. 219 Educated speakers, expert
witnesses, "ins" (members of the bar), liked speakers,
speakers that are the employer or potential employer 220 of
the reporter, and speakers that will see the transcript, are
all more likely to have their speech edited than speakers of
the opposite distinction.221
2. Types of Hidden Editing Decisions Reporters Make.
Reporters make various types of editing decisions that are
"hidden" from the reader. These hidden decisions, which are
explained below, include corrections, eliminations,
rearrangements, and restorations of speech. 222 In order to
make these changes, reporters must make interpretative
choices surrounding the content and its representation in
the transcript, which can potentially affect the portrayal of
its speakers. 223
While some reporters claim not to correct grammar for
anyone, others are influenced by the status of the speaker
and edit the grammar of judges, lawyers, and some expert
witnesses. 224 The expectation to edit grammar is shaped
from biases that "well-educated" speakers must also be
"well-spoken," and the idea that when language is recorded
in writing, it necessarily must be grammatically correct in
both structure and content. 225 Editing decisions are also
potentially motivated and shaped by the other categories that
differentiate speakers, such as "ins/outs," "swornlunsworn,"
and "sees transcript/doesn't see transcript. ' 226 In addition,
some decisions to edit grammar may be attributable to the
219. See id. at 224, 233.
220. While official reporters are in fact governmental employees hired by a
state or federal agency, reporters still work for judges, a fact which often sets up
a personal relationship that is influential in how the judge's speech is both
perceived and treated. Id. at 234. Lawyers can hire reporters on a case-by-case
basis, creating the potential for close working relationships that can bias the
treatment of the lawyers' speech. Id.
221. Id.
222. Id. at 232.
223. Bucholtz, supra note 188, at 1440-41, 1446; see Gillespie & Shank,
supra note 91, para. 26.
224. Walker, supra note 20, at 229.
225. Id. at 228.
226. Id. at 233; see also id. at 228-29.
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fact that as human beings, reporters are naturally
compelled to interpret and understand what they hear.227
As a result, reporters have a natural propensity to "clean
up" the grammar in the record. 228 In all of these decisions
on correction, reporters must necessarily provide their own
interpretation as to the intended meaning of the original
speech before converting it to what they judge to be the
grammatically correct form. 229 Walker conducted a survey
of court reporters to determine what percentage of court
reporters edit a speaker's speech to correct the speaker's
grammar. These percentages are displayed in Table 1.
Table 1. Differential Editing of Courtroom Speakers'
Grammar
Correct the Speaker's Grammar
Speaker Always Sometimes Never
Judge/Lawyer 27% 55% 18%
Expert Witness 9% 27% 64%
Lay Witnesses 0% 18% 82%
Table 1. Nationwide survey of court reporters conducted in 1984 by
Forensic Linguist and former court reporter, Anne Graffam Walker. 230
Walker's survey of court reporters found that eighty-
two percent of court reporters admittedly clean up the
grammar of judges and lawyers some or all of the time.231
Expert witnesses, on the other hand, only had their
grammar edited thirty-six percent of the time.232 Lay
witnesses rarely have their language edited, with only
eighteen percent of reporters editing their language some of
the time. 23 3 These lower percentages are attributable to a
general reluctance to edit the speech of witnesses, with the
higher editing of experts attributable to their higher
education and resultant assumptions that such speakers
227. Gillespie & Shank, supra note 91, para. 26.
228. Id.
229. See id.
230. Walker, supra note 20, at 229.
231. Id.
232. Id. (combining the figures for "Always" and "Sometimes").
233. Id. (same).
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are well-spoken. 234 This variability is not only variable
between reporters, but is variable within a reporter's own
work, as indicated by Table 1, which demonstrates that
fifty-five, twenty-seven, and eighteen percent of reporters
"sometimes" edit language for judges/lawyers, expert
witnesses, and lay witnesses, respectively.
Reporters also eliminate certain parts of speech, most
often eliminating "false starts,"235 a feature commonly
found in speech. A false start is a speech error where the
speaker begins an utterance, but then hesitates, truncating
the utterance prematurely to pursue a new utterance,
which may or may not repeat portions of the original "false"
start.236 Unlike the false start, the new, subsequent
utterance forms a completely fluent sequence of words. 237
The hesitation occurs as the speaker realizes that the initial
sequence would have produced an undesirable speech act to
the extent that it was improper, erroneous, or something
more or less of what she intended to say.238 For example, a
witness on the stand might respond to questioning: "Well I
saw-The only-I didn't arrive until the party was nearly
over, so I don't know if the defendant was ever at the
house." Here, there are two false starts followed by
hesitations and then a complete, fluent, sentence-forming
utterance. Reporters are implicitly given discretion in
including or excluding false starts from the transcript by
federal guidelines for judges, lawyers, well-educated or
expert witnesses-and potentially, even lay witnesses. 239
The view typically held amongst reporters is that if a false
start has no meaning, it can be omitted-leaving the
reporter to decide what does and does not carry meaning. 240
234. See id. at 224, 228-29, 233.
235. Id. at 230.
236. Heikki Nyyss6nen, Grammar and Lexis in Communicative Competence,
in PRINCIPLE & PRACTICE IN APPLIED LINGUISTICS 159, 161 (Guy Cook & Barbara
Seidlhofer eds., 1995); see DAVID CRYSTAL, A DICTIONARY OF LINGUISTICS AND
PHONETICS 165 (5th ed., Blackwell Publ'g 2003) (1980); Walker, supra note 38,
at 414.
237. Nyyss6nen, supra note 236, at 161.
238. Id.
239. Walker, supra note 20, at 230 (citing FED. JUDICIAL CTR., supra note
205, at 147).
240. See id.
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For this reason, other features such as hesitations and
pausal phenonmena (e.g., "ers" and "uhs") are also
eliminated.241  Court reporters vary in their editing
decisions regarding false starts across their profession,
different speaker categories, and the given circumstances,
as displayed in Table 2.
Table 2. Differential Editing of Courtroom Speakers' False Starts
Speaker Occassion
For All For All For Under No
Speakers, No Speakers, in Judges / Circums-
Matter the Certain Lawyers tances
Circumstances Circumstances Only
Percentage
of Reporters
Who 19% 24% 33% 24%
Eliminate
False Starts
Table 2. Nationwide survey of court reporters conducted in 1984 by
forensic linguist and former court reporter, Anne Graffam Walker. 242
Thirty-three percent of reporters claimed to eliminate
false starts for only lawyers and judges, and an additional
twenty-four percent said editing was influenced by certain
factors; lengthier starts, speech that provided more "sense,"
and speech that did not significantly "clutter" the transcript
were usually retained while false starts in the opposite
circumstances were usually eliminated.243 Twenty-four
percent of reporters left false starts in for everyone, while
nineteen percent eliminated false starts for everyone, no
matter the circumstances. 244
Repetition also tends to be eliminated in a transcript,
despite the fact it can serve as an important form of
emphasis in speech. 245 Some court reporters also eliminate
what may be perceived as improper or problematic remarks
241. See id. at 224; GIBBONS, supra note 192, at 31.
242. See Walker, supra note 20, at 230.
243. Id.
244. Id.
245. See GIBBONS, supra note 192, at 31-32.
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by a judge.246 These interpretative decisions involving
eliminations are contradictory to a reporter's task of
providing an "objective, noninterpretive" transcript.247
Reporters also rearrange the order of speech, resulting
in words and clauses that are relocated to a different location
in the utterance. 248 Such editing is usually confined to the
speech of judges and lawyers, although reporters also
rearrange or make paragraphing decisions regarding
cospeech (overlapping, simultaneous talking), which can
involve witness testimony. 249 The frequency with which
rearranging occurs is not clear, but any rearrangement of a
judge's speech during a jury charge is "not taken lightly by
appellate courts. ' 250 Yet there is still confusion amongst
reporters regarding when this is appropriate. 251
Speech features such as lax tokens, dialectal features,
and casual forms of words are also restored into their
standard dictionary shapes.252 "Tokens" are individual
instances of signs, which are units of communication that
convey meaning, such as words.253 "Lax tokens" are those
units of communication that are produced by relatively
little muscular effort and movement of the vocal tract, such
as "uh-huh," "mm-hmm," and "huh-uh," and are less
distinct and more ambiguous than "word tokens. '254
Because these lax tokens are often indistinct, especially
when reduced to writing, reporters try to restore and
convert them to the proper word they represent, such as
"yes" and "no," by asking the witnesses to clarify their
responses and further encouraging witnesses to state "yes"
or "no" in the future.255 However, speakers often persist in
246. See Walker, supra note 20, at 230.
247. Id.
248. Id.
249. Id. at 226, 230.
250. Id. at 231.
251. See id.
252. Id.
253. See CoNTEMPoRARY LINGUISTICS 627-28 (William O'Grady et al. eds.,
Addison Wesley Longman Ltd. 1997) (1987); CRYSTAL, supra note 7, at 353, 386.
254. CRYSTAL, supra note 236, at 261; see CONTEMPORARY LINGUISTICS, supra
note 253, at 627-28; Walker, supra note 20, at 231.
255. See Walker, supra note 20, at 231-32.
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their use of lax tokens.256 As a result, presumably in an
attempt to avoid being a constant source of interruption,
reporters take different approaches and may use their ownjudgment to try and record the token as they aurally
perceive it to sound, or attempt to convert it to its proper
word format. 257
In addition, dialectal features-words or grammatical
structures indicative of a regionally or socially distinctive
variety of language25 8 -are generally not included in the
transcript, which reduces the amount of information about
the speaker that was available in the oral form.259 Casual or
weak forms of words that occur to some extent in the speech
of all native speakers, such as "gonna" (going to), "hafta"
(have to), "wif" (with), "joo" (do you), and "comin" (coming)
are also often restored to their standard dictionary
shapes. 260 Sixty-six percent of reporters in Walker's survey
claimed to perform these types of restorations. 261
In the Arizona District Court study, a majority of the
783 "form errors" detected in the transcript were likely the
product of editing decisions by the reporter. 262 This number
averaged out to nearly eight discrepancies per page of the
single spaced transcript.263 This offers further support to
the survey responses regarding the existence of editing, and
further approximates the frequency with which such editing
is likely to occur in a number of courtrooms.
3. Impact on Readers and Fact-Finders. The idiosyncrasies
of each reporter lead to inconsistent editing decisions that
lead to variability in the production, form, and content of
transcripts 264 that can produce significant transformations
in the final written record. 265 Such deviations create the
256. See id. at 231.
257. See id. at 231-32.
258. CRYSTAL, supra note 7, at 136; Walker, supra note 20, at 231.
259. See GIBBONS, supra note 192, at 32; Walker, supra note 20, at 219.
260. See GIBBONS, supra note 192, at 32; Walker, supra note 20, at 231.
261. Walker, supra note 20, at 231.
262. See Gillespie & Shank, supra note 91, paras. 14-18.
263. Id. para. 18.
264. Walker, supra note 20, at 203, 222.
265. See GIBBONS, supra note 192, at 31; Walker, supra note 20, at 231-32.
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risk of misrepresenting speakers' intentions, the
information conveyed, and the character and nature of
courtroom speakers.266 These misrepresentations affect how
events are depicted and understood to have occurred. 267
Because certain speakers-be they presiding judges,
opposing attorneys, or witnesses-are treated differently in
the record, and are presented in different lights by
reporters individually and collectively, the decisions of its
readers may be affected. For instance, simply because the
reporter for one reason or another dislikes one attorney,
that attorney may fail to receive the same favorable editing
benefits as the opposition counsel, producing a record that
tends to favor a certain party. Even if all speakers are
edited to the same degree, the impact on two different
speakers may still produce disproportionate effects. An
editing decision regarding Speaker A's language in one
instance may not affect the statement's meaning or
influence. Yet for Speaker B in a second situation under
different circumstances, that same decision could affect the
outcome of trial. In short, these decisions by reporters
involving the discussed "hidden" changes make the written
record "non-verbatim," imprecise, inaccurate, and therefore
potentially detrimental to a party.
A survey of judges indicated that such editing decisions
might have significant consequences. 268  This varying
treatment from speaker to speaker and between the actual
event and the written record can affect the meaning of the
statements. 269 A majority of the judges surveyed indicated
that features that are often eliminated or modified by
reporters, such as false starts and "ungrammatical"
speech-regardless of the speaker-were influential in their
impressions of the speaker.270 In particular, these features
were said to be influential in their determinations of
character, intelligence, and the credibility of the witness. 271
266. GIBBONS, supra note 192, at 33.
267. See Walker, supra note 20, at 231-32.
268. See id. at 235; see also infra note 271 and accompanying text.
269. See id. at 225-42.
270. Id. at 235.
271. These numbers are based on a survey of judges conducted by Walker
and consist of self-reported data from judges. As Walker stated, "[A]s with all
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These impressions formed by appellate judges can
ultimately influence the court's decisions on appeal,27 2 and
are similarly likely to influence the decisions of presiding
judges 273 and juries who review or have transcripts read
back to them, 274 as well as the decisions of attorneys as they
weigh their client's options and formulate arguments on
their behalf.275
Researchers have also provided evidence that
demonstrates that the discussed editing decisions could be
influential to readers' perceptions of speakers. Two related
studies at Duke University utilized recordings of courtroom
discourse, which were then "re-recorded after careful
'doctoring"' so that certain speech features were
enhanced.27 6  The doctored features were previously
identified by numerous researchers as features that
listeners associate with a speaker being more or less
powerful and influential.277 The powerful features included
repetition, fluency, coherence, not using expressions of
agreement, as well as other features discussed below. 278
The powerless features included hedges (e.g., "sort of," "kind
of," "you know"), hesitations (e.g., "oh well," "let's see," and
filled pauses such as u," "er"), intensifiers (e.g., "very,"p
"definitely," "surely,"), use of "sir" or "ma'am," mitigation
(e.g., "would you mind if," "sorry to trouble you"), and other
features that will be discussed shortly.279
The presence or absence of these features that were
either "powerful" or "powerless" impacted listeners' (mock
jurors') ratings of the witnesses' likeability, competence,
self-report data,.., what respondents say they feel/think/do is not necessarily
what they in fact feel/think/do." Id. at 235 n.14. Accordingly, the numbers may
not be entirely accurate.
272. See id. at 232, 235; see also GIBBONS, supra note 192, at 32.
273. See Walker, supra note 20, at 235.
274. See sources cited supra note 32.
275. See King, supra note 36, at 677; Walker, supra note 20, at 235 n.13.
276. GIBBONS, supra note 192, at 88-89.
277. See id. at 88.
278. See id.; see infra Part III.C (discussing the powerful feature of
interruption) and Part IV.C (discussing powerful, paralinguistic features).
279. GIBBONS, supra note 192, at 88; see infra Part III.C (discussing the
powerless feature of frequent questions) and Part IV.C (discussing other
powerless, paralinguistic features).
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intelligence, truthfulness, convincingness, and
trustworthiness. 28 0 Mean ratings of these six speaker
characteristics were significantly greater (p < .05) for
speech composed of powerful speech features as opposed to
speech with powerless features.28 1 Significant results were
obtained for both female and male voices, with most
differences found across gender to be insignificant. 28 2 It
seems logical that such results would not be limited to
evaluations of witnesses, but would apply to all speakers,
including attorneys and judges. The range of editing
decisions discussed ultimately determine the presence or
absence of these and other speech features, as well as the
overall style of speakers in the transcript. Given that
listeners' perceptions of speakers were affected by these
different styles of speech, it seems logical that readers'
perceptions of speakers in the transcript may also be
influenced similarly. Thus, these features should be
preserved in a complete record as the fact-finder originally
observes them, given their impact on likeability,
competence, intelligence, truthfulness, convincingness, and
trustworthiness. 28 3
C. Conscious Decisions of Court Reporters Visible to
Readers
In addition to decisions that are "hidden" in the written
transcript, there are also reporter decisions that are visible
to the readers. These visible decisions include the
appropriate "mechanical devices," such as punctuation,
paragraphing, and the inclusion of parentheticals. 28 4 They
are "visible," because the reader knows, for example, that
the choice to insert a comma, a period, or a dash, at a
particular point was not something specified by the
speaker, but rather a conscious decision made by the
reporter's interpretation of the speech stream. This section
discusses those editing decisions and the potential effects
they may have on the readers.
280. See GIBBONS, supra note 192, at 88-90.
281. Id. at 89.
282. Id.
283. See id. at 90.
284. Walker, supra note 20, at 224-28.
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These decisions by reporters are more significant than
they may initially seem. Despite their visibility as "court
reporter decisions," these decisions will likely be given
deference by the reader and become influential. In a court
with only a written record to review, the reader is given no
choice but to accept the reporter's decision as an accurate
representation of the events. The decision made by the
reporter will stand as the official record of events, unless
such a decision is clearly an error that was not
representative of the proceedings, 28 5 or unless one party can
refute the prima facie assumption of correctness given to
the court reporter. 28 6
It is important to note that, as Walker stated, this
"editing is not value-free. ' 28 7 Rather than being something
that is applied with a mechanically rigid formula, the
editing is affected by human variables. 28 8 The reporters are
influenced in their edits by the fact that the transcript's
"readers are the professionals who hired [the reporters],"
and the fact that those readers will determine what is a
suitable transcript in terms of editing.28 9 The editing is
ultimately affected by human judgment, background, and
training, all of which make the variability of the editing
decisions inevitable.290
A small difference in punctuation choices can be
crucial to the meaning of testimony.291 In Walker's survey
of court reporters, all reporters indicated that they decided
where to place punctuation based on a vague sense of
"knowing" by judging intonation, breathing, inflection,
context, and pauses.292 Walker explains, however, that
these cues are not always informative, and the proper
choice for punctuation is not always clear. The following
example in Figure 3 provides two possible alternatives in
285. See United States v. McGowan, 478 F.3d 800, 803 n.3 (7th Cir. 2007).
286. FED. R. Civ. P. 80; United States v. Ochs, 548 F. Supp. 502, 528 n.97
(S.D.N.Y. 1982), affd, 742 F.2d 1444 (2d Cir. 1983).
287. Walker, supra note 20, at 222.
288. See id.
289. Id.
290. Id.
291. See id. at 224.
292. Id. at 225.
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punctuation that could change the meaning of the answer.
Figure 3. The Effect of Punctuation Choices on Meaning
Q. When the officer asked him how much he had to drink, what
did he say?
A. Nothing.
A. "Nothing." 293
As can often be the case, there are few verbal cues in
this situation that would be indicative of what the
appropriate punctuation should be.294 Thus, it is the
reporter who serves as the interpreter of the event, rather
than the fact-finder.
Additionally, variability in reporter decisions can mask
what actually occurs during proceedings. 295 For instance,
the phrase "Could I see that," might be recorded with a
question mark by some, and a period by others, depending
on whether they felt the need to differentiate between what
might have been a polite request or a stern order.296 These
and other punctuation choices can potentially mask the
events as they actually happened, affecting the appearance
of a witness's demeanor and potential grounds for appeal
against a judge. 297 While a third punctuation mark-an
exclamation point--could arguably be a more appropriate
and informative signifier than a period when indicating a
stern order, reporters are advised to avoid using emphasis-
associated marks such as exclamation points and
underscores, due to the interpretative and opinionative
293. Id.
294. See id.
295. Id.
296. Id.
297. See id.
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nature of their use.298 While this well-intentioned advice
may serve the record well in some instances, the absence of
such signals in a reporter's arsenal can lead to the use of
less appropriate and less informative devices.
Interruptive behavior and cospeech can also be
masked by the different paragraphing conventions that are
used by court reporters. 299 The most common convention for
indicating overlapping speech (truncating written
utterances with dashes-) typically fails to indicate
whether an interruption occurred, whether both speakers
were in fact talking at once, whether one yielded the
conversational floor, or whether a certain speaker
attempted to talk over another. 300 Other implemented
conventions are even less accurate because they emphasize
readability over the creation of a verbatim record-
questions and answers are recorded as if there were no
interruption or cospeech at all, and those interactions that
actually occurred go by the wayside.30 1 The problem with
these inaccurate and deficient records, as one lawyer states,
is that a more accurate 'record that shows constant
interruptions or is replete with evidence of the witness's
anticipation of counsel's questions is very meaningful, and
may, perhaps, even be of some ultimate probative value.' 30 2
In addition, such information can be important to
establishing other issues, such as whether a witness is
being badgered by a judge or an attorney or where someone
is held in contempt of court. 30 3 "Interruption" is also a
298. See id.
299. See GIBBONS, supra note 192, at 32; Walker, supra note 20, at 226.
300. Walker, supra note 20, at 226; see GIBBONS, supra note 192, at 32;
Pearson & Berch, supra note 5, at 184.
301. See Walker, supra note 20, at 227.
302. Id. at 227 (citation omitted).
303. Pearson & Berch, supra note 5, at 184 (discussing potential judge and
attorney badgering); see generally United States v. Troutman, 814 F.2d 1428,
1445 (10th Cir. 1987) (providing an example where "[t]he transcript simply
d[id] not evidence actions by the prosecutors"' classifiable as '"badger[ing]"' or
undue prejudice (citation omitted)); In re Cohen, 370 F. Supp. 1166, 1172, 1174
(S.D.N.Y. 1973) (providing an example where video records may be useful in
observing an attorney potentially interrupting and talking over both the
witness and judge, given his repeated accusatory and loud nature, where the
attorney badgered the witness and where the court considered holding him in
contempt).
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feature identified with powerful speech that improved mockjurors' evaluations of witnesses' characteristics in the Duke
study.304
Court reporters are also given a great deal of freedom
with their use of parentheticals. 3 5 The Federal Judicial
Center grants reporters discretion over the insertion of
parentheticals into the record with the general view being
that parentheticals should only be used if necessary to
"avoid confusion."306 Parentheticals (such as "[indicating]")
present an interesting problem because without them, or
with them in their limited form, demonstrative evidence of
what occurred does not make it onto the record.307 At the
same time, parentheticals with more descriptive
information can be problematic because it is also important
for the reporter not to make interpretations that put their
own "secret" testimony into the transcript. 308 A great deal of
interpretative range is possible, which could have negative
effects on a particular party. For example, "[shouting] is
more objective than one that reads [angrily]." 309
An additional survey by Walker demonstrated that
the reporters' decisions involving punctuation,
interruptions, parentheticals such as "[laughs]" and
"[pause]," "uh," and "mm-hmm," casual forms of speech, and
underlines-all devices that reporters are given discretion
in representing-impacted the transcript readers'
impressions of the politeness, confidence, cooperativeness,
and credibility of the witnesses, as well as the competence,
degree of control, and politeness of the questioning
attorney.310  Speakers' "perceptions of competence,
credibility, and intelligence are unfavorably affected by
seeing in print such features as pauses, ers, uhs, casual
304. GIBBONS, supra note 192, at 88-90.
305. See Walker, supra note 20, at 227.
306. See id.
307. See id.
308. Id.
309. Id.
310. Id. at 235-66. Every device had affected readers' impressions at a level
greater than chance, with seventy percent of the devices correlating at levels of
confidence of p < .05 or better. Id. at 236.
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forms, and ungrammaticality."311 According to the data in
these two surveys, "it follows that there are inevitable
social-and legal-implications when those features are
variably edited out or left in transcripts."312 Although there
have been few studies in this area, there seems little reason
to risk such negative consequences when such problems can
be avoided with new technology, especially when reporting
also fails to capture other important nonverbal visual
communicative information.
As stated above, punctuation, paragraphing, and
parentheticals are all visible edits-edits that are clearly
decided by the reporter and observable by the reader.
Accordingly, they can usually be challenged if there is a
problem.313 However, refuting the record's prima facie
assumption could prove difficult if there is no complete
record (i.e., video) to show what actually occurred. An
attorney cannot be expected to take detailed notes on
numerous aspects of the transcript during the course of the
trial, especially when she herself is often engaged in the
discourse being recorded. Furthermore, an attorney may
not recognize that a discrepancy exists, thereby permitting
the discrepancy to impact her memory of the events. Even if
a discrepancy is recognized, an attorney may not recognize
its potential impact on other readers, and therefore may not
see a need for it to be challenged. Even if the most
appropriate "mechanical devices" are used in any
disputable instance, the limited communicative function of
such devices still does not enable the written record to truly
reflect the nature of the proceedings, discussed now in Part
IV.
IV. WHY THE WRITTEN RECORD IS INACCURATE AND
INCOMPLETE: LIMITATIONS PRESENTED BY TRANSFORMING
SPOKEN & ACTED COMMUNICATIVE EVENTS INTO A WRITTEN
MEDIUM
Part III discussed the problems caused by
unintentional reporter errors, as well as conscious,
interpretative choices available to reporters, and how the
311. Id. at 242.
312. Id.
313. See id.
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decisions by reporters can influence the apparent content of
courtroom speech and the impressions and memories
formed by readers of the record. Here, Part IV discusses the
physical and practical constraints and limitations
associated with the written record itself, as well as with the
act of trying to record complex spoken and acted
communicative events in a simplistic, written medium.
That is, while Part III was concerned with complications
attributable to the cognitive processes of the human
performing the recordation of the event, Part IV discusses
those limitations and complications brought on by the
written record itself that make it an inaccurate and
incomplete record of events. Part IV discusses those
complications brought on by converting a complex series of
spoken and acted events into a much more limited means of
expression: black-lettered words and symbols, and the
limited space and dimensions of the page. The conversion
process is further stained by the time restraints on a
reporter, who has to convert the live event into words. In
other words, Part IV addresses those issues that would
continue to permeate the written record even with the
existence of an unrealistic, hypothetical "perfect court
reporter" that created errorless transcripts and performed
the impossible task of creating a completely verbatim and
readable transcript.
This impossibility stems from the fact that "[h]uman
communication is a complex and subtle blend of language
and extra-linguistic messages conveyed and received by all
the sensory apparatus. ' 31 4 These meaningful extralinguistic
314. 3 INTERNATIONAL ENCYCLOPEDIA OF LINGUISTICS 164 (William J.
Frawley ed., 2d ed. 2003). The distinctions between the various linguistic terms
found in a number of the footnotes in this section are necessary because
linguistic theorists have often differentiated between modes of communication
with various distinctions that cannot be provided incontrovertibly. See, e.g.,
Davis, supra note 7, at 5 (explaining and providing examples of the fact that
"the entanglements linguists encounter in attempting to circumscribe language
are tortuous").
"Extralinguistic" is descriptive of anything "other than language itself' to
which language can relate; it can refer to kinesic features. CRYSTAL, supra note
7, at 131; see Walker, supra note 20, at 208; see also CRYSTAL, supra note 236, at
173. The term "extralinguistic" can also refer to features that some linguists
classify as "paralinguistic." See CRYSTAL, supra note 236, at 131; 3
INTERNATIONAL ENCYCLOPEDIA OF LINGUISTICS 164, supra. Accordingly, for the
purposes of this Comment, extralinguistics refers to an encompassing class of
both kinesic and paralinguistic features. See CRYSTAL, supra note 236, at 173
1106 [Vol. 57
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features include nonverbal paralinguistic features (or
paralanguage) and nonverbal kinesic features (or kinesics).
As mentioned, sixty to ninety-three percent of a
communicative event is composed of nonverbal
information. 315
Paralanguage has been defined in various ways by
different linguistic researchers. 316 For the purposes of this
Comment, "paralanguage" (paralinguistic features) will be
defined as what is sometimes referred to as "vocal
paralanguage," or vocal, nonverbal aural features-that is,
vocal signs perceptible to the human ear that are not actual
words. 317 This definition includes "some kind of articulation
of the vocal apparatus, or significant lack of it, i.e.
hesitation, between segments of vocal articulation. '' 318
Narrower definitions in the field separate paralanguage
and prosodic features-variations in rhythm, intonation,
and stress patterns in speech-into two distinct
categories.3 1 9 Here, however, for the purposes of this
discussion, a broader classification as used by some
(describing extralinguistics to include features that have been classified as
paralinguistic features and other features classified as kinesics). Kinesics and
paralinguistics, however, will be discussed as categories separate from each
other. See 3 INTERNATIONAL ENCYCLOPEDIA OF LINGUISTICS, supra, at 164-65
(describing paralinguistics and kinesics as separate classes). However, for
further reference it is useful to know that some linguists classify paralinguistics
as falling outside of the extralinguistics category. See CRYSTAL, supra note 7, at
131 (explaining different terminologies); Davis, supra note 7, at 6; Walker,
supra note 20, at 208.
315. See Barkai, supra note 6, at 102 n.8; Pearson & Berch, supra note 5, at
178.
316. See CRYSTAL, supra note 236, at 335 (discussing broad and narrow
definitions); 2 ENCYCLOPEDIA OF LINGUISTICS 810 (Philipp Strazny ed., 2005)
(providing a broad definition); Davis, supra note 7, at 6 (explaining different
definitions); Pearson & Berch, supra note 5, at 182 (citing various definitions).
317. See 2 ENCYCLOPEDIA OF LINGUISTICS, supra note 316, at 810 ('CThe term
paralanguage refers to a wide variety of nonverbal behaviors relevant to
communication. Vocal paralanguage includes voice quality, intonation, and
voice dynamics such as loudness, pitch range, and rate of speech."); see also
CRYSTAL, supra note 236, at 335; CRYSTAL, supra note 7, at 287; 3
INTERNATIONAL ENCYCLOPEDIA OF LINGUISTICS, supra note 314, at 164-65;
Pearson & Berch, supra note 5, at 182.
318. 3 INTERNATIONAL ENCYCLOPEDIA OF LINGUISTICS, supra note 314, at 164.
319. 2 ENCYCLOPEDIA OF LINGUISTICS, supra note 316, at 880 (defining
prosody); see, e.g., CRYSTAL, supra note 236, at 335 (separating paralanguage
and prosody).
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linguists will suffice. 320 Thus, "paralanguage" will refer to
all prosodic features as well. Furthermore, while "[s]ome
analysts broaden the definition of paralanguage to include
kinesic features, '' 321 for purposes of this Comment,
paralanguage and kinesics will be discussed as separate
classes. 322 Thus, here, the term "paralanguage" will refer to
features such as quality of voice (shrill, smooth, shaky,
gravely, whiny, giggling), variations in pitch, intonation,
stress, emphasis, breathiness, volume, extent (how drawn
out or clipped speech is), hesitations or silent pauses, filled
pauses or speech fillers (e.g., "um/uhm," "hmm," "er"), the
rate of speech, and extra-speech sounds such as hissing,
shushing, whistling, and imitations sounds.323
Kinesic features, or nonverbal visual features (nonvocal
signs), "designate articulation of the body, or movements
resulting from muscular and skeletal shift" possible without
the accompaniment of words. 324 Kinesic features are those
visual cues commonly referred to as "body language," such
as facial expressions, hand gestures and other body
movements. 325
The task given to court reporters "is to transform an
event from its spoken manifestation into a written one, thus
performing what some scholars say flatly is an impossible
operation: providing an equivalence in two different
320. See, e.g., 2 ENCYCLOPEDIA OF LINGUISTICS, supra note 316, at 810-11,
880 (classifying intonation under both paralanguage and prosody); Pearson &
Berch, supra note 5, at 182 (classifying intonation and stress under
paralinguistics); Walker, supra note 20, at 208 (classifying intonation and
emphasis under paralinguistics).
321. CRYSTAL, supra note 236, at 335.
322. See, e.g., 3 INTERNATIONAL ENCYCLOPEDIA OF LINGUISTICS, supra note
314, at 164-65; Pearson & Berch, supra note 5, at 180-82.
323. 3 INTERNATIONAL ENCYCLOPEDIA OF LINGUISTICS, supra note 314, at 164-
65; Walker, supra note 20, at, 208; see GIBBONS, supra note 192, at 88
(distinguishing silent and filled pauses); Pearson & Berch, supra note 5, at 182
(including intonation and stress); Siegfried L. Sporer & Barbara Schwandt,
Moderators of Nonverbal Indicators of Deception: A Meta-Analytic Synthesis, 13
PSYCHOL. PUB. POL'Y & L. 1, 2 (2007); Walker, supra note 38, at 414 (explaining
the term "filled pauses").
324. 3 INTERNATIONAL ENCYCLOPEDIA OF LINGUISTICS, supra note 314, at 165.
325. Id.; see CRYSTAL, supra note 236, at 251; CRYSTAL, supra note 7, at 206-
07; Pearson & Berch, supra note 5 at 180-82.
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media." 326 The difficulty of this task results from the
different characteristics, as well as our expectations about
the two mediums, which make it difficult to preserve
meaning from speech to writing.327 This difficulty in
preservation includes both the preservation of verbal and
nonverbal information.328 Like verbal information, these
nonverbal signals that speakers rely on to get their
meaning across are also inadequately expressed by those
writing conventions available to a court reporter. 329
Numerous features of speech cannot be easily indicated in
writing because there is no written counterpart.330 While
some court reporters may make occasional notes and
descriptions regarding nonverbal events, and use devices
like punctuation, capitalization, and underlining to try and
preserve the nonverbal events, critical components of
communication can be lost in written form.331 A transcript
is incomplete because it typically "excludes the demeanor of
the judge, attorneys, witnesses, and jurors (subtleties such
as gestures, emphasis, anger, or evasiveness) . . . all of
which are represented in the [video record] .,,332
The difficulty in representing the verbal aspects of
speech in written form is discussed in section A, below. The
difficulty in capturing and recording the meaningful kinesic
and paralinguistic aspects of nonverbal communication in
the written medium will be discussed in sections B and C,
respectively.
A. Difficulties in Representing Verbal Information in an
Equivalent Written Form
Capturing the words of a spoken event in written form
326. Walker, supra note 20, at 206 (citing J.C. CATFORD, A LINGUISTIC
THEORY OF TRANSLATION 53 (1965)).
327. See id.; GIBBONS, supra note 192, at 33.
328. See Walker, supra note 20, at 203, 206-08.
329. See id. at 208; M.A.K. HALLIDAY, SPOKEN AND WRITTEN LANGUAGE 30-32
(Frances Christie ed., 2d ed., Oxford University Press 1989) (1985).
330. See HALLIDAY, supra note 329, at 30-31.
331. See Walker, supra note 20, at 208.
332. Collins & Skover, supra note 85, at 537.
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and preserving its meaning is difficult.333 Speech and
written forms differ in that "word shapes" of written
English are clearly delineated, whereas speech sounds often
merge smoothly into a continuous stream.334 When speech
is converted to written form, the meaning typically
conveyed in speech through the use of careful enunciation
or through the use of an unbroken string of speech is lost
because written words are clearly delineated, limiting the
inferences a reader can make. 33 5 For instance, the average
listener would likely make the inference that a carefully
enunciated "Sit-Down" would carry a much different
message than an undifferentiated "Siddown."33 6
Readers also expect written language to be orderly in
content and form, expecting phrases, clauses, and sentences
to be smoothly connected in a logical order as if it were a
self-contained text, as opposed to the "representation of a
contextualized spoken language" that it is.337 Speakers,
however, use far fewer integrative devices (e.g.
nominalizations, participles, complements, and relative
clauses) and often rely on the hearer to know enough about
the topic to fill in the blanks. 338 When spoken, speech is
expected to be spontaneous and disorganized, and thus does
not portray the speaker in a negative light.33 9 Once written,
however, the contrast between the disorganized text and
those greater expectations for written language reflects
negatively on the speaker.340 Thus, as mentioned, reporters'
variable decisions about reorganizing speech for different
speakers in an effort to improve readability can potentially
influence the impressions formed by a transcript's
readers. 341
333. Walker, supra note 20, at 206.
334. Id. at 206-07.
335. See id.
336. Id.
337. GIBBONS, supra note 192, at 33; see Walker, supra note 20, at 203, 207.
338. Walker, supra note 20, at 207-08.
339. See id.
340. Id. at 208.
341. See supra Part III.B.2 (discussing "rearranging" of speech in the
transcript).
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"Law is bound by its form. ' 342 Accordingly, when a
printed transcript serves as the law's primary instrument
in the review of court trials, legal reality-or the depiction
of persons, objects, events, and ideas brought into presence
by means of a particular mode of representation-is shaped
by the printed word.343 With a transcript, readers are
limited as to the inferences that can be made by the written
forms appearing on the page. 344 Due to the limited means of
expression through words, the written record is an
incomplete expression of trial events. Ronald K.L. Collins
and David M. Skover have explained that information can
be lost when oral communication is converted to written
form: "[w]hen a legal event or practice is recorded in
writing, several things occur. The document delimits
memory by substituting fixed terms for fluid recollections.
This separates writer from reader and limits the
communication to 'one way conversation' in which the
author 'speaks' and the reader 'listens' but cannot
interact."345
This analysis can be applied to demonstrate the
limitations of a transcript. When a proceeding's visual-
aural events are reduced to words by a court reporter, the
individual reviewing the transcript is not able to fully
perceive for himself the events as they unfolded. The
reviewer is unable to interact with the court reporter to ask
how things actually happened. With the written medium,
there is no "[n]egotiation of meaning"346-the reader cannot
inquire about something that is incomplete or unclear, and
the court reporter as the author cannot check with the
readers for misunderstandings. Rather, the individual
reading the transcript is limited to the perceptions
conveyed through the court reporter's written transcript
with fixed terms that describe the event. The meaning of
the words is out of the author's hands. Additionally, the
reader is unable to make perceptions of the actual events
himself because the reviewer was not an observer but
merely a reader of fixed terms. A video record, however,
342. Collins & Skover, supra note 85, at 509.
343. Id. at 509-10, 513 n.19.
344. Walker, supra note 20, at 207.
345. Collins & Skover, supra note 85, at 521.
346. Walker, supra note 20, at 208.
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enables the reviewer to perceive the events through his own
eyes. With the legal events no longer reduced to writing, the
reader is allowed to form his own independent
interpretation.
With a transcript, the written word "itself becomes an
artificial object, is reified, and is transformed into a thing to
be studied and decoded."347 Peter Tiersma provided an
example of how the Supreme Court analyzed a transcript as
its own authoritative entity, analyzing it using rules of
interpretation applied for legal documents, as opposed to
using typical conversational analysis. 348 Instead, the actual
event itself should be the thing that is studied and decoded.
In other words, "writing establishes a different kind of
relationship between the word and its referent, a
relationship that is more general and more abstract, and
less closely connected with the particularities of person,
place and time, than obtains in oral communication."349
With a video record, this oral communication between the
parties at trial is preserved for review, rather than being
reduced to words, which cannot completely capture the
events that occur.
B. Nonverbal Kinesic Features Are Meaningful, Yet Difficult
and Impossible to Transcribe
Human communicative events also contain
extralinguistic features or messages found in kinesic
features and acts. Kinesics refers to physical or
physiological articulations or movements of the body,
including "automatic reflexes, posture, facial expressions,
gestures, and other body movements."3 50 Features such as
"raised eyebrows, outflung arms, nods, sneers, and smiles
can convey meaning on their own or alter the significance of
347. Collins & Skover, supra note 85, at 522.
348. TIERSMA, supra note 212, at 177-79 (citing Bronston v. United States,
409 U.S. 352 (1973) (reversing a charge of perjury in a bankruptcy proceeding
where what the witness stated would normally be viewed as intentionally
misleading in the context of conversation, but literally true when viewed as an
authoritative text)).
349. Jack Goody & Ian Watt, The Consequences of Literacy, in LITERACY IN
TRADITIONAL SOCIETIES 27, 44 (Jack Goody ed., 1968).
350. 3 INTERNATIONAL ENCYCLOPEDIA OF LINGUISTICS, supra note 314, at 165.
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the words they accompany. ' 351 Thus, kinesic features are
those nonverbal visual features, or nonvocal signs that are
possible without the accompaniment of words 352 and are
used by humans systematically to communicate meaning.353
1. Difficult & Impossible. While some kinesic features
can be indicated in the written record, such visual
communication typically cannot be, or is not, recorded in
the written record. 354 Given the one-dimensional nature of a
transcript's pages, few kinesic acts or features can be
represented to their true extent in the words of a
transcript.355 While some acts can be represented through
parenthetical notation in skeleton form, such as "[shakes
head], [turns to jury]," this is rarely done,356 and the
meaning that can be conveyed is very limited.
Appellate courts have traditionally deferred to trial
courts with a "clearly erroneous" standard (when the
determination is purely factual),357 because the trial court
fact-finder is able to observe the nonverbal features
conveyed. However, when questions of fact do come into
play for an appellate court, and important demeanor
evidence is unavailable to the reviewing court, it is
undoubtedly difficult for an appellate court to make certain
determinations. 358 Information about what really happened
at trial can often be lost. For instance, "lawyer and judicial
misconduct can be shielded by text. '359
2. Importance. The preservation of kinesic features can
at times be critically important to indicating what actually
351. Walker, supra note 20, at 208.
352. 3 INTERNATIONAL ENCYCLOPEDIA OF LINGUISTICS, supra note 314, at 165.
353. CRYSTAL, supra note 7, at 206.
354. See Riley v. Murdock, 156 F.R.D. 130, 131 (E.D.N.C. 1994); GIBBONS,
supra note 192, at 33; Lederer, supra note 3, at 254; Pearson & Berch, supra
note 5 at 178, 180; Walker, supra note 20, at 208.
355. See Lederer, supra note 3, at 254; Walker, supra note 20, at 207.
356. GIBBONS, supra note 192, at 33.
357. COHEN, supra note 37, at 47. Pure legal questions are reviewed under a
de novo standard. Id. Other standards of review are applied for intermediate
determinations between fact and law. Id.
358. See Lederer, supra note 3, at 254.
359. Id.
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occurs in the courtroom. 360 In communication, a kinesic act
always occurs, even if verbal language and its
paralinguistic accompaniments do not.361 Kinesic acts can
substitute language, modify, enrich, energize, or contradict
it and subvert the speaker's actual words. 362 "[H]uman
interaction is observed most poignantly ...with gestural
and corporeal movement."363 In other words, the semantics
of language and cognitive processes of a speaker can be
understood more fully when the total communicative event
is observed, due to the integration of kinesics. 364 As a basic
example of this, consider how much easier it would be to
observe a witness on video actually sketching the series of
events on a drawing board and their locations leading up to
a car accident, as opposed to merely reading her limited
verbal testimony in the transcript.365 Professor Frederic
Lederer also provided the following illustrative hypothetical
as to how a transcript can inaccurately reflect the true
events that occur:
Witness: Accordingly, based upon the sale of the other three beach
parcels, I concluded that the fair market value of the land in
question was 5.4 million dollars.
Counsel: May it please the Court; Your Honor, I apologize, but I'm
afraid that you may have missed the testimony. You seemed to be
dozing.
Judge: Dozing, Counsel? Certainly not. I was only resting my eyes.
Continue.
Counsel: Yes, Sir.366
In the example, the true nature of the event was
reflected in the video record:
As the witness testified, the camera image of the judge showed
him slumped back in his chair with his eyes closed. Clearly shaken
360. See id.; 3 INTERNATIONAL ENCYCLOPEDIA OF LINGUISTICS, supra note
314, at 165.
361. See 3 INTERNATIONAL ENCYCLOPEDIA OF LINGUISTICS, supra note 314, at
165.
362. Id.
363. Id.
364. See id.
365. Brothers, supra note 84, at 46.
366. Lederer, supra note 3, at 254.
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and uncertain, counsel paused and cautiously advised the judge
that he seemed to be dozing. On tape, the judge started suddenly,
came to life, made his remarks about resting his eyes, and then
smoothly collapsed back into the chair with closed eyes and a
somnolent face.367
Various cases have demonstrated the significance of
kinesic cues. Many times appellate courts are unable to
discern what actually happened during trial, and thus must
defer to the trial court. In review of a trial court decision to
allow a defendant to withdraw his guilty plea, an appellate
court upheld the decision on the basis that the trial court
"must have been responding to the nonverbal cues not
reflected in the written record' that indicated the
involuntariness of his initial guilty plea.368 Chief Justice
Burger also once noted the importance of kinesic features
(and paralinguistic features) in a case involving a charge of
contempt:
A contempt holding depends in a very special way on the setting,
and such elusive factors as the tone of voice, the facial expressions,
and the physical gestures of the contemnor; these cannot be dealt
with except on full ventilation of the facts. Those present often
have a totally different impression of the events from what would
appear even in a faithful transcript of the record.369
Studies of the nonverbal cues of judges specifically have
revealed that even judges exhibit meaningful nonverbal
behaviors and may unintentionally "leak" their underlying
beliefs to jurors.370 Mock jurors notice the nonverbal
behaviors of the trial judges, 37 1  indicating that a
relationship between judge nonverbal communication and
jury verdicts might exist.37 2
367. Id. at 254-55.
368. Leyva v. Wyoming, 2007 WY 136, 165 P.3d 446, 451 (Wyo. 2007)
(emphasis added).
369. In re Little, 404 U.S. 553, 556 (1972).
370. David Blanck et al., The Appearance of Justice: Judges' Verbal and
Nonverbal Behavior in Criminal Jury Trials, 38 STAN. L. REV. 89, 130 (1985).
371. See Ann Burnett & Diane M. Badzinski, Judge Nonverbal
Communication on Trial: Do Mock Trial Jurors Notice?, 55 J. COMM. 209, 217
(2005).
372. See id.
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While effective instruction regarding nonverbal
behaviors could make a difference,37 3 there would still be
the tendency for unintentional cues to be present.
Furthermore, such instruction would not necessarily
change the ways of some judges. Although lawyers are
supposed to object to and note such objectionable
behavior,3 7 4 such objections can offend a judge and lead to
tension between the judge and the objecting attorney. This
places the attorney in a difficult position. 375 If counsel does
not object to the behavior, that issue cannot be brought on
appeal. 376 If he does object, he risks damaging the jury's
impression of his client's case by creating what can often be
a hostile exchange with the trial judge.377
C. Nonverbal Paralinguistic Features Are Meaningful, Yet
Difficult and Impossible to Transcribe
As stated previously, extralinguistic features or
messages found in human communication contain
nonverbal paralanguage (paralinguistic features). This
paralanguage, or audible nonverbal vocal signs, involves
some kind of articulation of the vocal apparatus, or a
significant lack of it, such as hesitation between segments
of voice articulation. 378 These paralinguistic features such
as quality of voice (smooth, shaky, gravely, giggling),
variations in pitch, intonation, stress, emphasis,
breathiness, volume, long and drawn-out sounds,
hesitations, filled and silent pauses, the rate of speech,
extra-speech sounds, along with other features are all part
of the spoken message that convey meaning.379
373. Id. at 218.
374. FED. JUDICIAL CTR., supra note 205, at 147 ("It is the responsibility of
the attorneys, as well as the judge in some instances, to note for the record any
significant non-verbal behavior, i.e., physical gestures, and lengthy pauses on
the part of a witness.").
375. See Shoretz, supra note 110, at 1283-84.
376. See ROBERT L. STERN, APPELLATE PRACTICE IN THE UNITED STATES 63-64
(2d ed. 1989).
377. See Shoretz, supra note 110, at 1283-84 (citing People v. Mays, 544
N.E.2d 1264, 1271 (Ill. App. Ct. 1989)).
378. 3 INTERNATIONAL ENCYCLOPEDIA OF LINGUISTICS, supra note 314, at 164-
65.
379. Id. at 164-65; Walker, supra note 20, at 208; see Pearson & Berch,
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1. Difficult and Impossible. As with kinesic features, it
is "virtually impossible" to record all the paralinguistic
features and details of speech in a one-dimensional written
transcript.380 Thus, such information is rarely found in a
transcript. 38 ' To even attempt such a task would require
listening to an audio recording repeatedly. 38 2 Yet the
restraints of the one-dimensional page, the limited
orthographic devices available (i.e., punctuation,
capitalization), the limited meanings that can be conveyed
in so many words, and the time restraints inherent to the
profession place limits on the number of features that can
be captured. 38 3 While some paralinguistic features can be
indicated to a certain degree with some limited forms of
punctuation or parenthetical notations (e.g.,
"[sarcastically]"), the options available for such
representation and the meaning they can convey are very
limited.38 4 A judge responding to Walker's survey indicated
that, "Yes [features of how something is said should be
included in the transcript] but I don't know how to
accomplish this. Court of Appeals once accused me of being
rude based upon [the] transcript when indeed, I was not
rude. I was, however, insistent."38 5
2. Importance. Like kinesics, paralanguage can modify,
enrich, energize, or contradict and subvert the speaker's
actual words.38 6 That is, human communication has been
said to be observed most poignantly when paralinguistic
features are present for integration into the total
communicative event for observation, allowing the
supra note 5, at 182 (including intonation and stress); Sporer & Schwandt,
supra note 323, at 2.
380. GIBBONS, supra note 192, at 28; see HALLIDAY, supra note 329, at 30-32;
Pearson & Berch, supra note 5, at 173; see also Walker, supra note 20, at 206,
208.
381. Riley v. Murdock, 156 F.R.D. 130, 131 (E.D.N.C. 1994); GIBBONS, supra
note 192, at 28; Pearson & Berch, supra note 5, at 173; see Walker, supra note
20, at 206, 208.
382. See GIBBONS, supra note 192, at 29.
383. Id. at 28-30; Walker, supra note 20, at 208.
384. Walker, supra note 20, at 208.
385. Id. at 225-26 n.8.
386. See 3 INTERNATIONAL ENCYCLOPEDIA OF LINGUISTICS, supra note 314, at
164-65.
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semantics of language and cognitive processes of the
speaker to be understood more fully.38 7 While sometimes
the adequacy of the representation is not always affected
by the elimination of certain features, at other times the
information lost is critical. 388 When a string of words is
reduced to writing on a page, the language can become
syntactically ambiguous. 3 9 However, when features such as
vocal qualifiers and pitch are preserved through video
recording, that ambiguity is resolved.390  Nonverbal
features, in addition to conveying messages on their own,
also provide the context, or "how" the words are spoken. 391
For example, words can be spoken with laughter, shouting,
or tears.392
Silent pauses and hesitations of different variations
are particularly meaningful in conversation because they
are often perceived negatively in our culture. 393 Silence can
also be used to indicate confidence, fear, rejection, or
disapproval. 394 Meandering pitches may be used to convey
indefiniteness, plaintiveness, or coyness. 395 Drops in pitch
may indicate "certainty, threat, or brusqueness."396 These
few examples do not even begin to scratch the surface of
meanings that can be conveyed with these and various
other paralinguistic features.
The Duke studies also used paralinguistic features
previously determined to be powerful and influential,
including loudness, variations in loudness, a larger pitch
range (i.e., varied intonation), and silent pauses. 397
Powerless and less influential paralinguistic features were
also used, such as hesitation (i.e., filled pauses), uncertainty
387. Id. at 165.
388. GIBBONS, supra note 192, at 28; see Lederer, supra note 3, at 254.
389. 3 INTERNATIONAL ENCYCLOPEDIA OF LINGUISTICS, supra note 314, at 165-
66.
390. See id. at 165.
391. Walker, supra note 20, at 208; see Walker, supra note 38, at 410.
392. See GIBBONS, supra note 192, at 33; Walker, supra note 38, at 418-19.
393. Walker, supra note 20, at 208.
394. 3 INTERNATIONAL ENCYCLOPEDIA OF LINGUISTICS, supra note 314, at 166.
395. Id. at 165.
396. Id.
397. GIBBONS, supra note 192, at 88.
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(e.g., asking frequent questions), and longer times to say
the same the thing.398 The absence of these features from
the transcript creates a record with meaning different from
what the fact-finder initially observes during live courtroom
events, affecting how favorably speakers are portrayed, and
eliminating much of the meaning originally present. 399 As
the Duke studies showed, these powerful and powerless
features of speech were among those that created
statistically significant differences in the jurors' ratings of
witnesses' speaking characteristics. 400  These features
impacted evaluations as to likeability, competence,
intelligence, truthfulness, convincingness, and
trustworthiness, making their preservation in a complete
record seem crucial to the legal process. Such variations in
the evaluations of speaking characteristics would likely
apply similarly to not just witnesses, but all courtroom
speakers. Some potential concerns with the preservation
and evaluation of these features will be discussed later in
Part IV.B.
Courts have noted the lack of paralinguistic features
in the record. In one appeal, the appellate court held that
the trial judge's comments admonishing counsel were not
"so prejudicial to defendant, as to deprive him of a fair
trial."401 However, in the appeal, the court noted that it is
difficult to discern the atmosphere in a courtroom or the
trial and how the jury perceived the proceedings "from the
sterile, black and white transcript,"402 which fails to provide
not only the nonverbal cues of the judges, attorneys, and
witnesses, but also the jury.
In another case, an appellate court reviewed a trial
court's decision that the appellant-defendant had charged
the victim with fabrication-a decision which permitted the
prosecution to introduce prior consistent statements from
the victim. 40 3 The appellate court held that the trial judge
398. Id.
399. See id. at 88-90.
400. See supra text accompanying notes 278-79.
401. Belden v. Wyoming, 2003 WY 89, 73 P.3d 1041, 1081 (Wyo. 2003).
402. Id.; see also Leyva v. Wyoming, 2007 WY 136, 165 P.3d 446, 451 (Wyo.
2007) (quoting Belden, 73 P.3d at 1081).
403. See Hammons v. State, 239 S.W.3d 798, 807 (Tex. Crim. App. 2007).
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did not abuse his discretion in his finding and explained
that the finding was supported by the trial judge's
observation of crucial nonverbal cues exhibited by the
defense counsel during cross-examination. 404 The appellate
court reasoned that "much of the force of cross-examination
depends upon the tone and tenor of the questioning,
combined with the cross-examiner's demeanor, facial
expressions, pregnant pauses, and other nonverbal cues."40 5
The video record would preserve for subsequent review
these meaningful features that jurors and judges have
deemed important to their evaluations of speakers.
V. THE VIDEO RECORD
A. The Video Record: Complete and Accurate
Video recording is a means that would remedy the
impossibilities of achieving written completeness and
accuracy discussed in Part III and IV. Legal practitioners
have been aware of the limitations of the written record for
some time, and as discussed, have previously experimented
with video as a solution.40 6 However, until the technological
advancements discussed in Part II occurred, video was not
a viable solution for many states.
A major benefit of the video camera is that it has
limited intelligence. Interpersonal factors cannot affect its
performance. The camera does not have to interact with the
judge or attorneys on a daily basis and its performance is
not influenced by concerns of employability or reputation. It
does not have any emotions and it does not offer
interpretations (intentional or unintentional) of what it
observes that can affect its decisions regarding what should
be recorded, or the way in which they should be recorded.
Given its mechanical recording process and the electronic
controls for malfunctions discussed, errors are prevented.
The video camera is unlike the written record created by a
court reporter.
Video recording "provides more of the linguistic and
404. Id. at 808.
405. Id.
406. Walker, supra note 20, at 239.
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communicative content ... than stenography. '407 A video
record would provide a complete and accurate record of the
actual speech, its nonverbal features, other nonverbal acts,
and the overall context of events that occur during trial
generated by witnesses, attorneys, judges, and even jurors.
Video would eliminate the majority of errors caused by
human filtration and the natural limitations of recording an
event in writing.408
While a 1983 Federal Judicial Center (FJC) study
reported that eighty-nine percent of transcript
discrepancies were of no legal importance, eleven percent
were found by the panel to be serious. 40 9 The study noted,
however, that "this number may understate the severity of
the problem of inaccurate transcript production."410 The
FJC study numbers only included recognized legal
problems 411 and errors that were 'likely to make a
difference"' in the particular case at hand, although some
discrepancies may have been significant given a case with
different circumstances. 412 In addition to these recognized
legal problems, Walker showed that many of the
discrepancies the FJC study likely considered to be minor
and inconsequential, may actually be significant. 413
Moreover, while critics of the video record may have
previously objected to the notion of reviewing a video
record, "they cannot deny their primacy in cases in which
the printed text and the [video record] may conflict." 41 4
The complete and accurate video record would also
allow fact-finders to better perform their function and
evaluate the credibility of the witness, seeing and hearing
testimony, as opposed to having the written record read
407. Pearson & Berch, supra note 5, at 172-73.
408. See Walker, supra note 20, at 232, 239.
409. See J. MICHAEL GREENWOOD ET AL., A COMPARATiVE EVALUATION OF
STENOGRAPHIC AND AUDIOTAPE METHODS FOR UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
REPORTING 46-49 (1983).
410. Id. at 49.
411. Walker, supra note 20, at 232-33.
412. FED. JUDICIAL CTR., supra note 205, at 48-49.
413. See supra Part III.
414. Collins & Skover, supra note 85, at 538.
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back to them.415 When read back by a court reporter from
his transcript, not only does the content vary due to a
reporter's different levels of training and experience,
personal stress, and his varying interpretations of what he
hears, but the dry manner in which it is read back differs
from the way it was originally spoken. The video record can
be played instantly and avoids any dispute as to what the
witness actually said or how he said it.416 The video record
also preserves events such as prejudicial judge behavior, or
any hostility resulting from an objection, all of which would
be available for appellate review. 417 Given the multiple
cameras in the courtroom, such prejudicial behavior (such
as a judge rolling his eyes in the background) can be
excluded from playback to a jury if necessary. Moreover, the
use of a video record has been suggested to improve the
conduct of judges as well as attorneys simply by its mere
presence in the courtroom. 418
B. Limitations, Concerns, and the Effects of a Video Record
By its nature, video testimony allows a fact-finder or
an appellate court to hear and see more than the written
record allows. While the video record may not be the same
as "being there," it certainly comes close. Recordings
certainly cannot be as "complete" as observing proceedings
live. For instance, depending on the number of cameras
installed and their positions, during some portions of
examination, a wandering attorney may stray out of the
frame of the main camera focused on her, and become
visible only on another camera capturing the whole court
room that is not directly focused on the attorney. Thus, in
certain circumstances, video may not capture, for example,
the attorney's facial expressions in as great of detail as
those in the courtroom may otherwise see. However, in
some respects it is more complete than the live proceeding.
For instance, upon review of the video record, a soft-spoken
witness can be listened to at a greater volume, and the
camera angles may provide reviewers with a better view of
415. See Shelton, supra note 23, at 32-33.
416. See Brothers, supra note 84, at 46.
417. See Shoretz, supra note 110, at 1287-88.
418. See Pearson & Berch, supra note 5, at 177.
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speakers than they would have in the court.
Some concerns have been expressed about how the
availability of additional information regarding the
communicative events that video provides may affect the
legal process. 419 Concerns have been expressed by attorneys
as to whether certain uses of the video record may place too
much emphasis on certain portions of the testimony, such
as when video is replayed for jurors. 420 However, such
concerns exist with the written record as well-a read-back
to jurors may equally emphasize a certain portion of the
testimony. The only difference with video is that they are
observing the event as it actually occurred, as opposed to
the limited representation that the written record provides.
Just as fact-finders do not necessarily evaluate a
witness' communicative cues correctly during live
testimony, the preservation of paralinguistic and kinesic
cues does not guarantee that fact-finders will correctly
evaluate characteristics such as credibility, given that such
cues can potentially be misinterpreted. 421 However, it would
seem the U.S. judicial system gives deference to those fact-
finders who are able to observe the live testimony of
witnesses for a reason-the opportunity to view those
paralinguistic and kinesic features that communicate
meaning. 422 The fact that such evaluations of a fact finder
may not be indicative of all speakers' true character in all
situations should not be a basis on which to eliminate these
features of speech from preservation in the record. Such
features should be preserved so that the entire
communicative act can be evaluated as a collective whole,
allowing the fact finder (or appellate reviewer where
necessary) to determine for himself how much weight to
assign to given features in certain instances. The "search
for the truth" should not be based on mere portions of the
communicative events as filtered and interpreted by a court
419. See, e.g., HEWITr, supra note 87, at 88-90; Lederer, supra note 3, at 259;
Lederer, supra note 125, at 811.
420. HEWITT, supra note 87, at 90.
421. See Pearson & Berch, supra note 5, at 179, 185 (providing example of
features that indicate anxiety or nervousness are similar to those that indicate
deceit).
422. See TIERSMA, supra note 212, at 176; Lederer, supra note 125, at 812;
Pearson & Berch, supra note 5, at 185 (citing FED. R. Civ. P. 52).
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reporter.423 Rather, the fact-finders should evaluate all the
evidence placed before them and determine the truth to the
best of their ability according to the weight they determine
to be appropriate for each factor. To present the fact-finders
with one version of events, and record those events in a
manner that reflects a different version of events would
seem to impair their ability to determine and evaluate the
facts of the case, and furthermore, affect the
understandings of attorneys and appellate judges as to
what occurred at trial.
Video technology may also affect the appellate
practice in that the presence of a video record itself would
seem to encourage the appellate court to become a second
trier-of-fact. 424 Some have expressed concerns that the
appellate judge could potentially become inappropriately
influenced by the additional information provided by video,
such as sex, race, age, grooming habits, dialect, appearance
(e.g., manner of dress), and the demeanor of the witness. 425
At the same time, judges have also noted that occasions
arise where information found in the video record and not
present in the written record (or preserved less effectively)
is central to the specific issue on appeal. 426 For instance,
judges have specifically noted that appeals from guilty
pleas arguing that the waiver was made unknowingly or
without an understanding of its significance, can be made
easier and with more confidence. 427 For reasons such as
this, the presence of the video record may actually
encourage appellate courts to become less intrusive and
enhance the traditional deference to the trial court, given
that it provides both courts with the same version of the
facts.428 A 1990 study by the National Center for State
Courts concluded that cases involving video records were
more likely to be affirmed than those with traditional
423. See Pearson & Berch, supra note 5, at 185.
424. Collins & Skover, supra note 85, at 549; see HEWITT, supra note 87, at
89.
425. See HEWITT, supra note 87, at 89; Gillespie & Shank, supra note 91,
para. 33.
426. HEWITT, supra note 87, at 89.
427. Id.
428. Collins & Skover, supra note 85, at 549.
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written transcripts.429
While appellate courts have traditionally deferred to
trial court findings of fact, due to the court's ability to view
witness demeanor, 430 some have argued that the video
preservation of the visual and aural events observed by the
trial court logically suggests that "we ought not to persist in
such deference," and permit a true de novo review.431
However, the use of a video record at the appellate level
would not necessarily mandate change.432 Most issues on
appeal are resolvable after reviewing only a small portion of
the case below, and maintaining the finality and efficiency
that is currently in place through deference to the trial
court certainly has its benefits. 433  However, in
contemplating such an issue, "[e]fficiency and finality must
... always be balanced by accuracy and public faith in the
legal system."434 In addition, we should not be reluctant to
embrace change. As Professor Fredric I. Lederer stated:
"[j]ust as King Canute could not hold back the sea, we
cannot stop reliable and useful technology."435
CONCLUSION
Unlike a video record, a transcript of a proceeding
may contain substantive inaccuracies. 43 6  As Irving
Kaufman, a federal judge stated: '[T]here remain some
truths too ephemeral to be captured in the cold pages of a
429. JAMES R. MAHER, NAT'L CTR. FOR STATE CTS., Do VIDEO TRANSCRIPTS
AFFECT THE SCOPE OF APPELLATE REVIEW? AN EVALUATION IN THE KENTUCKY
COURT OF APPEALS 26, 28 (1990), available at http://www.ncsconline.org/
WC/Publications/KISCtRprtVidTransAppRev.pdf.
430. Lederer, supra note 3, at 259 (citing FED. R. Civ. P. 52(a)).
431. Id. at 260. Some lawyers and judges have, however, expressed concern
about the ability to adequately evaluate demeanor and veracity through video.
Id. Due to the special role of the jury as the "community's fact-finding
representative" deference in jury trials (as opposed to bench trials) may still be
appropriate. See id. at 259.
432. Id. at 261.
433. Id. at 260-61.
434. Id.
435. Id.
436. Collins & Skover, supra note 85, at 537.
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court transcript . . . ."437 The video record 438 is also more
reliable in literal terms, and can expose those inaccuracies
or liberties taken by the stenographer because the video
record "relies on the limited intervention of the camera
operator," or its automated system, "rather than on the
shortcomings of a court reporter."439 An official video record
would remove any ambiguity or disagreement as to what
was said or occurred. Even with a video record as a
supplementary record, the reader could easily view the
actual proceeding to determine if a particular editing
decision was appropriate to represent the events as they
occurred.
Additionally, the video record accurately preserves the
informative linguistic and communicative content of
courtroom interaction. There is a strong need to preserve
the verbal and nonverbal behavior, including not only
kinesics, but also the paralanguage of judges, attorneys,
witnesses-and even the jury, by eliminating the human
biases and errors inherent in the transcription of an official
written record. Previously, it may have been true that
review of a video record was too cumbersome to make its
use or preservation worthwhile, but technological
advancements have practically eliminated that problem and
will only continue to do so. In short, video technology today
enables an official video record that eliminates the loss of
information that occurs as the information is transferred
from spoken and acted modalities to the written modality,
and eliminates the biases and errors inherent to human
behavior. There is little reason not to introduce the video
record as the official record of courts, especially if a written
record supplements it.
For these reasons, this Comment calls for the
implementation in U.S. jurisdictions of primary video
records, and where deemed necessary, secondary written
records of trial-court proceedings that are preserved for
437. Id. (quoting Irving R. Kaufman, The Creative Process and Libel, N.Y.
TIMES, Apr. 5, 1987, § 6 (Magazine), at 28, 36).
438. Collins and Skover refer to the "electronic recording produced by
currently known video technology in American law and unknown technological
inventions that will be the functional analogues of video in the future" as
"paratext." Id. at 510.
439. Id. at 537.
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review by the fact-finders, parties involved, or appellate
courts if such review becomes necessary. U.S. jurisdictions
should follow the lead of states like Kentucky, Michigan,
and Arizona, among others who have successfully made the
transition to the preservation of justice through accurate
information.
Today as many as twenty-five states have some courts
that use video recordings as the official trial record or as a
tool to assist with the creation of the official written trial
record in some or all of their trial courts. 440 Most recently,
the state of Utah announced that it will be making the
transition to rely solely on video recording after previously
using a combination of both video and stenographic means
to record different proceedings. 441 Some federal courts also
use a video record.442 Most of these jurisdictions using video
do require recordings to be turned into transcripts. 443
While a secondary, written record transcribed in
addition to an official video record has the potential of
increased costs, (as opposed to a video record alone) this
method is well worth the accuracy of using the video as the
primary record. Transcribing only those video records for
which transcripts are requested will certainly reduce costs
to those courts that currently transcribe every
proceeding. 444 Even if courts do not use video as the
primary record, at the very least, the video record should be
used to resolve those cases in which an appellate issue
depends on a disputed, ambiguous matter of record that can
easily be resolved by reference to the proceeding's video
record.445 Although the use of both a video record and a
transcript may preserve the possibility that language is
edited by court reporters, 446 video dramatically reduces that
possibility because the preservation of the official video
440. See STATE COURT ORGANIZATION 2004, supra note 3, at 207-11 tbl.37.
441. Press Release, Nat'l Court Reporters Assoc., Utah Reporters Face
Replacement (Nov. 12, 2008), available at http://ncraonline.org/NCRA
Inewsarchivel2008l081112/0811128a.htm.
442. See HEWITT, supra note 87, at 6.
443. Lederer, supra note 3, at 257.
444. See supra notes 116-18 and accompanying text.
445. Lederer, supra note 3, at 261.
446. See Walker, supra note 20, at 205 n.2.
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record enables comparison by reporters, judges, and
attorneys. No longer will the events of trial rely solely on
the accuracy and limits of the reporter's recollection and
notes. As the adage goes, "a picture is worth a thousand
words." Video records thirty pictures per second.
